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The purpose of this study is to clarify the significance of learning English in junior
high school on theoretical basis from the perspective of communication. According to
the Course of Study, the goal of learning English for junior high school students is to
acquire basic communication abilities for real communication. However, Japan is a
country where people do not need English as an instrument of communication. English
language teachers in junior high school should have a firm belief in the value of
teaching English.

In Chapter 1, I examined the nationwide situation in respect of English learning. In
order to better grasp the current English classes, I conducted a survey ofEnglish
language teachers in Suzuka city, Mie prefecture. This survey revealed that most of,
teachers think that they should conduct communication activities in order to enhance
students' communication abilities, and that they are now conducting communication
activities in which students interact with each other.

In Chapter 2, I defined communication for junior high school students based on
selected previous studies. Communication is not merely exchanging meaningless
information. Communication in English is one by which students can feel the necessity
of using English now. I also examined communicative competences on the basis of three
theories: one by Chomsky, one by Hymes and one by Canale and Swain. After taking
them into consideration, I analyzed the new Course of Study to make clear how
communication abilities are described in it. As a result, it was made clear that contexts
should be emphasized more in English classes. Teachers should always make students
aware of the contexts in which English is used.

In Chapter 3, I looked for better materials and activities on the basis of the theories
by Widdowson. First, teachers should let students aware of discourse in presenting
sentences to students. Second, teachers do not need to adhere to giving real English
materiaYs. Whether some materials are authentic or not is dependent on students.
Authenticated materials are produced from meaningful communication by student in the
classroom.

From the point of the relationship between ~uthenticity and the classroom, it is
made clear that the classroom should be a place to learn from each other, where many
materials are authenticated by students. Teachers should make a classroom a place to
learn through communication. Ultimately, communication for students in English
classes must be an activity which can build relationships between themselves. It must be
also a process which helps students to develop their personal growth.

Lastly, taking into consideration all that has been discussed in this paper, I
summarized the six important things which teachers should tell students about English
learning throughout the three years at junior high school.
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Theoretical Considerations 1

Introduction

Communication abilities and communicative competence have been popular terms in

English language education in Japan for many years. In 1999, the current Course of Study for

junior high school was released, and developing students' basic practical communication

abilities was specified as a goal. In the new Course of Study, which will be fully implemented

in 2012, the policy of nurturing students' communication abilities has not been changed. In

the current Course of Study, only listening and speaking are emphasized. On the other hand,

in the new Course of Study, the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing are

equally emphasized. It appears that practical use of English has been further emphasized.

As is obvious, English should be learned for communication because it is a language. It

is well understood that mastery ofpractical English is emphasized. However, let us consider

the current situation surrounding English in Japan. Japan is a country where people do not

need English as an instrument to achieve outcomes. Because I have been an English language

teacher for fifteen years, I have been learning English. Otherwise, I would neither use English

nor learn English. Japanese people who live a normal life can live without communicating in

English and using English. In spite of this fact, the new Course of Study says that one major

objective ofEnglish education is to develop communication abilities. Although

communication is certainly indispensable for us, how do teachers explain the necessity of

communicating in English to students?

Why do junior high school students learn English with a goal of communication, not of

simply the linguistic aspects of English? For what and with whom do they need to

communicate in English? Not all students will need English in the future. Is it really

sufficient that students acquire knowledge of English grammar to the extent that they have no

difficulty if or when they need English some day?
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Studies on communication have been done in various disciplines. There has been

considerable research on communicative competence. However, there are not many studies

which relate such theories to English language education in junior high school. Certainly,

more studies are in order. Various teaching methods and materials to acquire communication

abilities are suggested and published on the premise that students learn English to acquire

communication abilities. However, the reason why communication abilities should be

developed is not made clear. The primary cause is that the definitions of communication and

communication abilities in the new Course of Study for English language education in junior

high school remain vague. Making these definitions clear would lead to a better consideration

ofEnglish classes.

The aim of this paper is to show clearly the significance of learning English in junior

high school on the basis of theories of applied linguistics and language education. In Chapter

1, I examine the nationwide situation in respect of the English and English classes in junior

high school, and clear up several important points. I also consider the current overall situation

related to English education. In order to better grasp the current conduct of English classes, I

have conducted a survey of English language teachers. I make clear English language

teachers' views on English language education in junior high school and focus on the

problems related to enhancing students' communication abilities in English classes. In

Chapter 2, I define the meaning of communication from selected previous studies in various

disciplines. I also review the transition of the definition of communicative competence on the

basis of previous studies, and I attempt to give a definition of communicative competence,

which is appropriate for English language education in junior high school. On the basis of the

definition, I analyze the new Course of Study and make clear how communication abilities

are described in it. In Chapter 3, I look for better materials and activities on theoretical basis.
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As a result, English language teachers in junior high school can teach English with

conviction, confidence and without hesitation. My thesis serves as a basis for their beliefs in

respect to teaching English.
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Chapter 1 Issues concerning English Language Education in Japan

1.1 Nationwide Situation

Japanese enthusiasm for English has created a boom these years. Bookshops are filled

with huge numbers of books on English learning. We can easily find numerous English

conversation schools in almost any town. We also see advertisements for English

conversation schools and English learning on the Internet, newspapers and magazines.

Japanese people, as a whole, eagerly desire to master English. Various kinds of companies

unnecessarily stimulate Japanese people to learn English. There are a number of reasons for

this situation. Some want to master English because of their careers. Some want to master it

for going on a trip abroad. Some want to master it because they want to take exams such as

the TOEIC (the Test of English for International Communication), the TOEFL (the Test of

English as a Foreign Language) and the STEP (the Society for Testing English Proficiency).

Some want to master it as a hobby.

Japanese people seem to yearn for a person who "speaks English." I give an example of

a conversation from my experience.

A: What do you do?

B: I work at junior high school.

A: Oh, I see. And what do you teach?

B: I teach English.

A: Wow! Then, do you speak English? Do you enjoy English movies without

subtitles? I'm jealous.

, B is me. I have had this sort of conversation many times. It probably does not happen to

teachers of other subjects. It is likely that many Japanese people have a special feeling for

English and for persons who "are good at" English.
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Japanese people who think that they have failed to master English often say: "I studied

English for six years at least. Nevertheless, I can't speak English at all. The main cause is

school education." For certain, English language education at schools must be partly

responsible for the fact that Japanese people cannot communicate in English well. However,

is this statement completely true? Has English language education for six years been a total

failure?

I personally do not think so. First, many Japanese people are able to introduce

themselves in English. Many Japanese people would understand the meaning of a dialogue

such as "How are you?" "I'm fine, thank you." In contrast, there seem to be few Japanese

people who can say the same phrases in Italian or in German. Second, I examine the content

of the six years of English learning. According to Kanatani (2008), "Most Japanese people

learn English for six years at schools. However, we must take notice of the quality of the six

years" (p. 7, my translation). Now, junior high school students take 105 English classes a

year. As one class is 50 minutes, the yearly total is 87.5 hours. As a year is 365 days, 14.4

minutes is the length of time allocated to learning English a day. If students' waking hours

are 16 hours a day, 5.5 days is the time allocated to learning English a year. Is 5.5 days a year

enough to learn English as a tool of communication? It is an impossible demand. Kanatani

compares this English learning situation in schools to the baseball practice in baseball clubs

in senior high school. "Senior high school students who dream ofplaying at Koushien

practice baseball every day. There are no students who question why they cannot play at

Koushien even though they practice 14 minutes every day" (Kanatani, 2008, p. 14, my

translation). Given this time pressure, I think English language education in Japan is

successful to some extent. The problem is the extent to which Japanese people can

communicate in English. Because they think they have a lot of knowledge of grammar, they

feel frustrated and want to blame English language education.
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However, English language teachers are under increasing pressure such as "Teach

practical English to students" and "Make students acquire communication skills." Not only

the Ministry ofEducation, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) but also the

entire nation seems to expect fulfillment of these requests. Teachers cannot confidently claim

that English language education has not resulted in total failure.

Two further points are relevant to the view that the insufficient communication abilities

of Japanese people in English are due to the current English language education. First, there

are a range of subjects in junior high school. However, the demands on English language

education seem to have become unduly high in comparison to other subjects. How about the

demands on music education, physical education and so on? Do people expect students to

play the piano as well as a professional pianist as a result ofmusic education at schools? Are

Olympic athletes raised in PE classes at schools? The answer is "No." Second, it is often said

that many adult Japanese people cannot say a word in English when asked something in

English on the streets. However, can they answer if they are suddenly asked a math question

on the streets? The answer is "No." It seems that people lose their presence of mind when it

comes to using English.

To acquire a foreign language as a tool of communication is not an easy task, especially

in Japan, where we can live without the necessity of using any other language except

Japanese. It might be English teachers at schools that know how difficult and what a long

walk it is to master English. One of teachers' tasks is to tell all students the fact that to

acquire English to the extent where they can communicate in English is not easy for Japanese

people. In elementary school, Foreign Language Activities is to be introduced in 2011. It is

welcome in that pupils can feel and experience that communication is important and

interesting. However, teaching them that acquiring English is easy, especially communicating

in English is easy, should be avoided.
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The fault of English language education at schools is not that teachers do not help

students acquire practical English but that they do not teach students that Japanese people

cannot easily acquire English. In particular, what is called "English conversation" might be

the most difficult skill to acquire. English language teachers should tell students what

learning English really means. According to Otsu (2006), "there is no fundamental discussion

about what the reason for teaching English at schools is" (p. 20, my translation). To attempt

to give some statement to this is one of the purposes of this paper. How learners are involved

in English in elementary school, junior and senior high school will surely build awareness of

English either in a positive or negative way.

1.2 Review of English Classes

When I was a student in junior and senior high school, I liked learning English grammar.

I worked on English grammar as if I solved interesting puzzles. English grammar was the

same as mathematics in that each question basically had one answer. Analyzing English

sentences was a lot of fun for me and I enjoyed comprehending sentences which were

grammatically difficult and complicated.

In addition, I expected that I would be able to communicate with English native speakers

in English some day if only I kept studying English at schools. There were no ALTs in

English classes in those days. Therefore, I had never met foreigners at schools and had never

spoken with them. When I first met a foreign student from Australia at university, I found

that I was not able to communicate with her in English. Since then, I have' spent a lot of time

and money to learn conversational English.

English classes that most Japanese people took in those days emphasized knowledge of

grammar. In order to learn English as a foreign language, acquiring knowledge of grammar

systematically should be effective. Therefore, English classes focusing on English grammar
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are of course useful and necessary. In Japan, English language has been basically taught for a

long time via the Grammar-Translation Method, in which teachers explain English grammar.

Students silently solve many grammar questions on sheets ofpaper. As far as I remember, the

English classes I took in junior high school were totally silent. 1used to be perplexed when

English teachers often asked us to sing English songs loudly. Students were used to taking

English classes in silence. The Grammar-Translation Method is not useless in that students

can gain a great deal of knowledge of grammar.

However, times have been changing. Acquiring practical English for communication is

now encouraged. English classes are required to change. ALTs are sent to all junior high

schools. The chances to interact with ALTs have dramatically increased. How should English

language teachers change their English classes?

In order to explain the differences between English classes in the past and future English

classes, 1have created an example story. Let us assume that there is a subject "Baseball" in

junior high school. Students learn various rules for playing baseball. Moreover, they should

need to learn how to swing a bat. Teachers should teach students which muscles to move, in

which angle a batter should swing his bat, and with which point of a bat a batter should hit a

ball and so on. In every class, students elaborately learn these things. Students should take

short tests once a week and should take midterm and final exams. Teachers are expected to

know perfectly about baseball rules. However, actually, some teachers do not like baseball

games very much. Those teachers want to make students sit down and do not want to let them

move. That is why their students seldom have an actual game. Even if they have a game, it's

in the classroom, never in a baseball ground or in a stadium. The students do not know the

fun ofplaying baseball games because they have had so few chances to experience it. They

aren't given the fun of actually playing baseball. A student says, "I want to playa baseball

game someday. But for now, examinations on baseball are very important for me because we
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will have an exam on knowledge of baseball." Every year, the students only get knowledge of

baseball and finally graduate from junior high school. The teachers finish their baseball

education with satisfaction.

We all know this story is extremely odd. Some might ask, "What is the purpose of this

subject 'Baseball'? Is getting a lot ofknowledge on baseball more important t~an playing it?"

As we take notice of the peculiarity of this "Baseball" story, we should take notice of the

oddity of English classes in the past.

English language teachers should change their ways of thinking about English classes.

Tajiri (2008a) says, "English language teachers should not be lecturers but instructors." They

have taught knowledge of grammar for a long time and they have lectured students on

knowledge of grammar. Now, they need to instruct students in communicating in English.

On the other hand, is it a good thing that only communication is emphasized in English

classes? No. To learn English should also mean to know about English, to know about

various ways to think through English, and to reconsider Japanese language through English.

English is one of the subjects through which students become well-educated persons. Should

learning English focus on only training students to gain communication skills in English?

Should teachers pursue only a practical application of English? Such issues are related to the

reason why students learn English.

Students do not have any imminent reasons to acquire English for communication.

Every student in junior high school has to learn English as a mandatory subject. English is

one of the core subjects in schools. The students' immediate goal is to get high scores in

examinations and that is why they learn English. Of course, some of them might learn

English because they like it and because they intend to use it in the future. However, in either

case, in the present situation where students learn and use English only at schools, it is
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difficult to give students a concrete goal of learning English except for getting high scores in

English examinations.

However, there might be students who dream of using English in the future just as I

dreamt of speaking English when I was a junior high school student. Ample knowledge of

English is never useless in acquiring English. How to relate examinations to communication

is one of the issues facing English language teachers.

1.3 English Language Teachers' Views on Communication Activities: Analysis of a

Questionnaire

I conducted a survey using a questionnaire (Appendix 1). The participants in this survey

were all English language teachers including part-timers who teach in junior high school in

Suzuka, Mie prefecture, where I have worked for these past fifteen years. Data was gathered

in September, 2009. This research aimed to make clear English language teachers' ways of

thinking on English language education, especially communication activities. The main

questions were "Do English language teachers in junior high school agree with doing

communication activities in English classes?" "Do they consider communication activities

important?" "Do they think that communication activities can enhance students'

communication abilities?" and "What kinds of activities do they conduct?" From the

responses to these questions, I will attempt to make the current situation clear and identify the

future challenges in English classes in junior high school.

The survey produced responses from all 50 English language teachers: 20 males and 29

females. One did not disclose their sex, so I categorized him or her as "unknown." Looking at

the number by age group, there are 13 in their 20s, 16 in their 30s, 12 in their 40s and 9 in

their 50s. Table 1 shows the participants' gender and their age group.
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Table 1 Age Group and Gender

~ Male Female Unknown Total
Age Group
20s 6 7 0 13
30s 3 13 0 16
40s 8 4 0 12
50s 3 5 1 9
Total 20 29 1 50

Next, Table 2 shows the participants' experiences of studying in the countries where

English is mainly spoken. Their study periods were not asked. 54% of the participants have

had an experience of studying abroad, and. 44% have not. One did not answer this question,

so 1 categorized him or her as "other."

Table 2 Experiences of Studying Abroad
Yes No Other Total

20s 5 8 0 13
30s 11 5 0 16
40s 5 6 1 12
50s 6 3 0 9
Total 27 (54%) 22 (44%) 1 (2%) 50

1examined these data from this survey by age group, by gender and by experiences of

studying abroad. As a result, in terms of communication activities, significant differences

were shown when examined by age group, while no significant differences were observed

when examined by experiences of studying abroad. The results examined by gender varied

question by question. 1will present the data and examine the responses to each question. 1

will further present all the information 1received in the form of tables (Appendix 2 and 3).

First, Table 3 shows the results of question 1(1) "What do you think of conducting

communication activities in English language classes?" 96% of the participants answered, "I

strongly agree with conducting communication activities," or "I agree." Moreover, to

question 1(3) "Do you think that communication activities help students to improve their

communication abilities?" 94% teachers answered, "I strongly think so," or "I think so." (See

Table 5.) However, teachers in their 20s have some doubts about the effect of communication
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activities. On the other hand, to question 1(2) "Do you positively conduct communication

activities in English language classes?" only 70% teachers answered, "I always or sometimes

conduct communication activities." (See Table 4.) Although some teachers think

communication activities are effective for enhancing students' communication abilities, some

do not conduct communication activities in English language classes. This tendency becomes

strong in their 20s and 30s. What are the reasons? Some will be made clear later when

question 2 is examined.

Table 3
1(1) . What do you think of conducting communication activities in English

language classes?
Strongly

Agree Not sure Disagree
Strongly

Total
agree disagree

20s 6 5 1 1 0 13
30s 10 6 0 0 0 16
40s 8 4 0 0 0 12
50s 6 3 0 0 0 9
Total 30 (60%) 18 (36%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 50

Table 4
1(2) Do you positively conduct communication activities in English language classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Others Total

20s 1 5 4 3 0 0 13
30s 6 4 5 1 0 0 16
40s 5 6 1 0 0 0 12
50s 3 5 0 0 0 1 9
Total 15 (30%) 20 (40%) 10 (20%) 4 (8%) 0(0%) 1 (2%) 50

Table 5
1(3) Do you think that communication activities help students to

improve their communication abilities?
1 strongly 1 think

Not sure.
1do not 1 never

Total
think so. so. think so. think so.

20s 3 7 2 1 0 13
30s 8 8 0 0 0 16
40s

r
7 5 0 0 0 12

50s 6 3 0 0 0 9
Total 24 (48%) 23 (46%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 50
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Moreover, the results in question 1(2) varied according to gender. As the shading in Table 6

indicates, 40% of the male participants answered "always." The proportion of female

participants who answered "always" was only 24%. It can be said that it is somehow easier

for male teachers to conduct communication activities than female teachers.

Table 6
1(2) Do you positively conduct communication activities in English language classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Others Total

Male 6(30%) 4(20%) 2(10%) 0 0 20
Female 14(48%) 6(21%) 2(7%) 0 0 29
Total 15 (31%) 20 (41%) 10 (20%) 4 (8%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 49

The following questions 1(4) and 1 (5) ask whether the participants' English language

teachers conducted communication activities or not when the participants were students (see

Table 7 and Table 8). 68% answered they did not or seldom had communication activities in

junior high school, and 92% answered they did not or seldom had communication activities

in senior high school. These results indicate that communication activities were hardly

conducted at all in senior high school. On the other hand, 10 teachers answered that they

always had or sometimes had communication activities in junior high school. 5 of these

teachers are in their 20s and 3 in their 30s. This is strong evidence that communication

activities have gradually been adopted in junior high school.

Table 7
1(4) When you were a junior high school student, did your English

language teachers conduct communication activities in classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

20s 1 4 2 4 2 13
30s 1 2 4 6 3 16
40s 0 1 0 8 3 12
50s 0 1 0 4 4 9
Total 2 (4%) 8 (16%) 6 (12%) 22 (44%) 12 (24%) 50
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When you were a senior high school student, did your English
language teachers conduct communication activities in classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

20s 0 0 1 6 6 13
30s 1 1 0 10 4 16
40s 0 0 0 5 7 12
50s 0 1 0 5 3 9
Total 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 26 (52%) 20 (40%) 50

Question 2 addresses factors hindering delivery of communication activities. Table 9

shows the question items and Table 10 shows the results.

Table 9 Question items
2 What are reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting

communication activities and when you do not feel positive about doing them?
CD I think that teaching English words, structures and pronunciation are more important

than conducting communication activities.

® I think that translation is more important than communication activities.

@ I don't know how to design communication activities.

@ It's difficult to make students do communication activities.

@ Communication activities are useless for preparing for entrance examinations of senior
high school.

@ I am not interested in communication activities.

(/) I don't know how to conduct communication activities.

® It takes a lot of time to prepare communication activities.

® Conducting communication activities takes time. As a result, I cannot finish all
contents of the textbook.

@) The materials used for communication activities are not interesting.

@ Communication activities don't enhance students' communication abilities.

@ The class size is too large to conduct communication activities.

@) The atmosphere in classes is not suitable for conducting communication activities.

@ Students don't earnestly take part in communication activities.

@ Students do not like speaking English in their classes.

@) I don't think communication activities help students to acquire what they have learned.

@ Others.
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Table 10 The results

2 What are the reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting
communication activities and when you do not feel positive about doing them?

CD ® @ @ @ @ (J) @ @ @)

20s 4 1 4 6 0 0 2 5 7 1
30s 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 4 9 1
40s 3 0 1 1 3 0 0 1 2 0
50s 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 0
Total 12 1 7 9 4 0 3 13 21 2

® @ @) ® @ @ @ Total
number Total
/person number

1 4 3 7 2 2 0 49 3.8 13
0 2 4 1 3 1 1 33 2.1 16
0 3 4 4 2 3 3 30 2.5 12
0 3 2 1 1 2 1 20 2.2 9
1 12 13 13 8 8 5 132 2.6 50

The participants chose all the appropriate reasons and causes from the 17 items. The most

common answer was ® "I cannot finish all contents of the textbook." 21 teachers chose this

item. The next largest items were ® "It takes a lot of time to prepare communication

activities," @) The atmosphere in classes is not suitable for conducting communication

activities," and ® "Students don't earnestly take part in communication activities." 13

teachers chose these items. Then followed CD "I think that teaching English words, structures

and pronunciation are more important than conducting communication activities," and @

"The class size is too large to conduct communication activities." 12 teachers chose both

items. Several important points can be made based on these 6 responses. The key words are

textbooks, time, atmosphere, students' participation, grammar, and class size.

First, about half of the teachers think that textbooks are something absolute. In particular,

younger teachers think so strongly. It is often said that teachers must not teach English

textbooks but teach English by the use of textbooks. However, teachers have a duty to offer

equal opportunities for students to learn the same material. For example, it should not happen
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that one teacher finished teaching all the contents of the textbooks, while another teacher did

not. One of the responsibilities of teachers is to teach all the content of textbooks.

Second, teachers are really busy. It often takes a few hours to prepare materials (or

communication activities. Although teachers spend a lot of time to prepare communication

activities, it sometimes takes only a few minutes to actually conduct communication activities

in English classes. Therefore, elaborate communication activities cannot be conducted very

often.

Third, the atmosphere of the class is deeply related to the success of conducting

communication activities. The success of communication activities relies on the relationship

among the members of the class. The question we have to ask here is whether teachers cannot

conduct communication activities because the atmosphere is not good, or communication

activities should be conducted because the atmosphere is not good. Now, let us consider

music classes in junior high school. Each junior high school in Suzuka has a Chorus Festival

in autumn. It may be no exaggeration to say that music classes are for the Chorus Festival.

Not only music teachers but also classroom teachers encourage all students to join a chorus.

Both in classes which have bad atmosphere and classes which have good atmosphere,

students practice to sing for a better chorus. I have never heard that a class cannot join the

Chorus Festival because the relationships among the students are not good. Generally, a

Chorus Festival aims to make students' relationships in classes better while practicing to

perform a song in public. It is important to memorize the song lyrics and sing on key.

Furthermore, building a better relationship in classes is emphasized. In English classes, isn't

it important to conduct communication activities to achieve better relationships in classes?

Fourth, teachers need skills to induce all students to take part in communication

activities. About half of teachers in their 20s chose @. I will describe in detail the relation

between teachers' skill and communication activities on page 18.
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The next point is related to the relationship between grammar and communication

activities. The question "Which is more important, grammar or communication activities?" is

hard to answer. These two items can not be compared. Both are necessary in English

language education. However, the only.thing to say is that in English classes where enough

time is not guaranteed, teachers seem to have no choice: grammar is likely to be given a

priority over communication activities.

Lastly, the class size is a big issue in English language education. There are up to 40

students per class in junior high school. If teachers have to manage a class of 40 students and

require all the students to participate in communication activities, teachers will have a lot of

difficulties managing the class, and doing the teaching. A large class size is not suitable for

learning English, especially, when emphasizing communication. In order to solve this

problem, two measures have been taken over the years. One measure is that two teachers

have one class, i.e. "Team-Teaching." The other is to divide an original class in half. As a

result, the class size is smaller, and can be called "small-group instruction." As these

measures are not taken for all English classes now, it is desirable that these measures will be

indeed taken in all English classes in the future.

I have a further comment regarding response @) "I don't think communication activities

help students to acquire what they have learned." Interestingly, older teachers display a little

higher percentage choosing this item. Although it is not clear what kinds of activities they are

thinking of, effective communication activities which give students a sense of achievement

need to be explored.

The response to question 2 raises another interesting consideration. As I said earlier, the

participants chose all appropriate reasons and causes from the 17 items. When examined by

age group, the average number of items chosen is distinctly different. Teachers in their 20s

chose 3.8 on an average (rounded to one decimal place), teachers in their 30s chose 2.1, those
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in their 40s chose 2.5 and those in their 50s chose 2.2. The overall average number is 2.6.

Teachers in their 20s have the highest average number. From this, it can be said that they

encounter more difficulties when conducting communication activities. Moreover, ® "It's

difficult to make students do communication activities," and @ "Students don't earnestly

take part in communication activities" were chosen by a high proportion of teachers in their

20s. This indicates that it is more difficult for less-experienced teachers to actively make all

students participate in activities and maintain control over all the students.

The results in question 2 varied according to gender (see Table 11). First, the average

number of items chosen is distinctly different. Male teachers chose 2.2 on an average, and

female teachers chose 3.0. It can be also said then, that female teachers have many more

difficulties in conducting communication activities. Next, the shading in Table 11 indicates

items in which differences of the results between male and female are salient. Every item

except ® may be items relating to controlling the whole class. ® may relate to their attitudes

toward textbooks.

Table 11 The results by gender

2 What are the reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting
communication activities and when you do not feel positive about doing them?

CD ® @ I @ @ (J) @ I @)

Male 4 1 3 3 2 0 1 5 7 1
Female 7 0 4 6 2 0 2 8 14 1
Total 11 1 7 9 4 0 3 13 21 2

® • @) II I I (j]) Total
number

number::;~I·:.;:;:·::i /person
0 3 5 4 2 2 1 44 2.2 20
1 9 8 9 6 6 3 86 3.0 29
1 12 13 13 8 8 4 130 2.7 49

Question 3 asks about the frequency of communication activities in English classes (see

Table 12).30% conduct an activity every lesson, and 26% do once a week. It can be said that
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communication activities have gradually become popular in junior high school. More than

half of the teachers in all age groups, except the ones in their 20s, answered, either "every

time" or "once a week," contrasting with less than one-third of teachers in their 20s. It can be

reiterated that younger teachers feel it is hard to conduct communication activities.

Table 12
3 How often do you conduct communication activities in English language

classes?

Every Once a
Once in

Once a Once a
two None Total

time week
weeks

month semester

20s 2 2 3 6 0 0 13
30s 9 1 4 1 1 0 16
40s 4 4 1 2 0 1 12
50s 0 6 2 0 0 1 9
Total 15 (30%) 13 (26%) 10 (20%) 9 (18%) 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 50

Now, what kinds of communication activities are done? I asked the participants to write

down the types of communication activities which they actually conduct in English classes.

By analyzing the results, I can uncover the teachers' ideas about what kinds of activities they

regard as communication activities. A total of 30 teachers answered this question by use of

terms like "pair work," "interview games," "activities with ALTs and SEFs*" and "group

work." The figure is shown in Table 13.

Table 13
3 What kinds of communication activities are done?

A total of 16. Pair work.

A total of 13. Interview games.
A total of30 A total of 10 Activities with ALTs and

SEFs.
A total of4. Group work.

*SEF stands for Suzuka English Fellow. Suzuka municipal government hires Americans who graduated

from universities in Ohio in the USA. Suzuka has a sister city relationship with Bellefontaine, in Ohio.
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From the results, it can be said that at least 30 teachers regard activities which involve

interaction as communication activities. The number ofparticipants who wrote "activities

with ALTs and SEFs" is small as I expected. I would guess that this indicates that to have

English classes with ALTs and SEFs is no longer special for English language teachers. That

is to say, communication activities are done with or without ALTs and SEFs.

There are four types of communication activities as reported by the participants. The

first is done in a question-and-answer format. Generally, in this kind of activity, students can

express themselves well. The second is a type of ondoku (reading aloud) of vocabulary and

dialogues in textbooks. This kind of activity is neither creative nor includes self-expression,

but is regarded as communication as it requires interacting with other people because this

activity is usually done in pairs. The third is an activity which focuses on grammar which

students have already or just learned. The advantage of these activities would be that students

experience quasi real-life communication by setting a situation where English is actually used.

In addition, it would facilitate acquisition of target grammar items. Some participants seem to

make effective use of"USE IT" and "DO IT TALK" (see Appendix 5) which are components

ofNew Crown English Series, the textbooks used in junior high school in Suzuka. The fourth

entails writing skits focusing on composition skills. Students can write English sentences and

dialogues without interacting with other people. Although the fourth category is only being

done by a minority of teachers, the presence of those teachers who regard this writing activity

as communication is worthy of attention. It is very important for students to consider the

content ofwhat they wish to communicate to others. Composition is an activity which should

not be neglected from this point ofview.

Question 4 addresses the reasons that the participants conduct communication activities.

I also asked the participants to write their own reasons for conducting communication

activities. In response to the question "Do you think that communication activities help
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students to improve their communication abilities? (See Table 5)," 94% answered they are

effective in enhancing students' communication abilities. Developing communication

abilities is one of the reasons for doing communication activities. Each teacher seems to have

his or her own reasons for conducting communication activities. Table 26 in Appendix 4

summarizes the reasons by age group.

Question 5 is about teachers' views on the Overall Objective ofForeign Languages

(English) in the new Course of Study: To develop students' basic communication abilities.

42% answered the Objective is appropriate, and 50% answered it is relatively appropriate

(Table 14). Most teachers seem to have no objection to the direction which English language

education is progressing to. Meanwhile, the reasons differ from person to person. Table 27 in

Appendix 4 summarizes the reasons by age group.

Table 14
5 What do you think of the Overall Objective of Foreign Languages shown in the

new Course of Study?

Appropriate
Relatively Relatively

Inappropriate Others Total
Appropriate Inappropriate

20s 3 8 2 0 0 13
30s 6 9 0 0 1 16
40s 8 3 0 0 1 12
50s 4 5 0 0 0 9
Total 21 (42%) 25 (50%) 2 (4%) 0(0%) 2 (4%) 50

Question 6 relates to the measures which teachers take in order to enhance students'

communication abilities. Table 28 in Appendix 4 summarizes the results by age group.

Teachers in their 20s seem to have some difficulty with conducting communication activities.

It is necessary for teachers to exchange opinions and share good practice between the

generations.

Question 7 addresses the qualities expected of English language teachers. Table 15

shows the question items, and Table 16 shows the results.
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Table 15 Question items
7 What are qualities expected of English language teachers?

CD To speak English fluently with good pronunciation.

® To teach so that students can understand the content.
@ To have a stance as an English learner and to be a good learner model for students.
@) To respond to individual needs. To answer students' questions appropriately.
@ To have enough knowledge of English language and foreign cultures.

® To have a rich experience.
(J) To have some international perspective.

® Others.

Table 16 The results
7 What are qualities expected ofEnglish language teachers?

CD ® @ @ @ @ (j) ®
20s 5 13 11 10 6 6 4 0

40% 100% 80% 80% 50% 50% 30% 0%
30s 8 14 8 8 10 9 6 3

50% 90% 50% 50% 60% 60% 40% 20%
40s 6 11 8 10 8 4 4 1

50% 90% 70% 80% 70% 30% 30% 10%
50s 3 9 5 8 6 3 3 0

30% 100% 60% 90% 70% 30% 30% 0%
Total 22 47 32 36 30 22 17 4

44% 94% 64% 72% 60% 44% 34% 8%

The participants chose all appropriate qualities from the 8 items. Overall, ® "To teach so that

students can understand contents" was chosen by 94% of the participants, and @) "To

respond to individual needs. To answer students' questions appropriately" was chosen by

72%. These two items are likely to be important qualities for teachers in every subject. Only

64% chose @ "To have a stance as an English learner and to be a good learner model for

students." In elementary school, this quality is one of the most important qualities expected of

all homeroom teachers who have the Foreign Language Activities classes which are to be

introduced in every elementary school in 2011. English language teachers in junior high

school are not likely to emphasize their own attitudes as English learners. Contrary to my
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expectation, only 44% chose CD "To speak English fluently with good pronunciation." In An

Action Plan to Cultivate Japanese with' English Abilities (2002), MEXT has set targets for

English language teachers to score 730 in the TOEIC or the pre-first grade of the STEP and

has been encouraging them to boost their English proficiency. Certainly, not only English

language teachers, but teachers of the other subjects, should enhance their skills and

knowledge of their subjects. However, it was found that more than half of the participants do

not place an emphasis on speaking English fluently. It seems that English language teachers

who actually teach English in the field of education do not think they should improve their

English skills. They would seem to believe there are things that are more important in

teaching English.

Question 8 is about participants' learning experiences to improve their English

proficiency (Table 17). As is made clear from the shaded numbers, more than half of the

participants spend a lot of time and money in order to develop their English proficiency. The

results roughly agrees with the results of question 7, which shows that the percentage of

participants who think "to speak English fluently with good pronunciation" is one of the

qualities expected ofEnglish language teachers is 44%. Since I do not know that teachers of

other subjects spend time and money on improving their expertise, I cannot conclude English

language teachers spend more time and money than teachers ofother subjects. Music teachers

and PE teachers might do too. It is likely that skill subject requires spending time and money

in order to acquire skills which cannot be developed by school education.
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Table 17
8 Have you learned English for improving your English proficiency?

16

Unknown

0 0 0 0

I I 0 0

I I Ii J
I I Ii [I

II10

12 I 15

For For For For
For less For 3

1year 5years 10years more
Never than 1 to 3 years to to 10 to 20 than 20

year. 5 years.
years. years. years. years.

1 By studying abroad.

2 By going to English
conversation school.

3 Radio, TV, etc. 10 I I 16
1-

4
-

C
-

D
-

s
-,-D-V-D-s,-e-tc-.---+---5--t---~I~r:i +-~JI~'--~+-----=--+---~+-+---~---1-2--1

Once or
Never

twice.

3 times
to 4
times.

5 times
to 6
times.

7 times
to 8
times.

9 times
to 10
times.

More
than 11
times.

Unknown

5 STEP, etc. 2
.....

I •.&:.,.,'.','.",'\',',",• 18

Less than
Never

¥100,000

¥ 100,000

¥500,000

¥ 500,000 ¥ 1,000,000~

¥ 1,000,000 ¥2,000,000

More than
Unknown

¥2,000,000

1 By studying
abroad.

o I 28

2 By going to
English conversation
school.

3 Radio, TV, etc.

4

11 o o

o

o

o

o

24

28

4 CDs, DVDs, etc. 7 o 17

Question 9 is about how teachers get information on English language education. Table

18 shows the question items and Table 19 shows the results.

Table 18 Question items

CD I get information from magazines.

® I get information on the Internet.
® I want to get information, but I do not know how to get it.

® I want to get information, but I do not have enough time to do so.

® I do not need to get information.
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Table 19 The results
9 Choose the appropriate number about getting information on English

language education.

CD @ @ @ @ Total Number

20s 6(46%) 8(60%) 0 5(40%) 0 13
30s 7(44%) 10(62%) 0 6(38%) 1(6%) 16
40s 7(58%) 8(67%) 0 2(17%) 0 12
50s 5(56%) 4(44%) 0 1(11%) 1(11%) 9
Total 25(50%) 30(60%) 0 14(28%) 2(4%) 50

The participants chose all appropriate items from the five given. Many teachers feel the need

to get information. It was found that a total of39 teachers get information on English

language education from magazines and on the Internet. The fact that 28% answered they are

too busy to get information should not be overlooked. In particular, female teachers who

chose @ "I want to get information, but I do not have enough time to do so" reached 38%

(see Table 20). This percentage is very high compared with 15% ofmale teachers.

Table 20 The results by gender
9 Choose the appropriate number about getting information on English

language education.

CD @ @ @ @ Total number

Male 11(55%) 14(70%) 0 3(15%) 0 20
Female 14(48%) 16(55%) 0 11(38%) 2(7%) 29
Total 25(51 %) 30(61%) 0 14(29%) 2(4%) 49
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Chapter 2 Communication and Communicative Compete~ce

2.1 What is Communication in the Context of English Language Education in Junior High

School?

As is stipulated in the current and the new Course of Study, developing communication

abilities is a main goal of Foreign Languages (English) in junior high school. Before

discussing how teachers should accomplish this goal, I will consider the implications of

communication in English language education, as it is related to activities conducted in

English classes.

Communication occurs when and where there is more than one person. As Watzlawick

et al. says, "One cannot not communicate" (as cited in Sueda & Fukuda, 2003, p. 17).

Communication is achieved by use of not only language but also nonverbal measures such as

gestures, facial expressions, eye contact and tone of voice. Frequently, even intentional

silence is considered to be one of these measures. In such communication, people express

their feelings, explain something around them, and exchange information. Sometimes, topics

chosen by participants are not special. They take part in communication whether they want to

do or not. Such communication is a kind of "conversation" or "chatting." It is often said that

Japanese learners of English aim for "English conversation." In this kind of communication,

topics are not restricted and participants keep chatting without specific purposes. To acquire

skills to carry out this kind of English communication is very difficult. It is difficult even in

the Japanese language depending on the participants' relationship. Other knowledge such as

of cultures and conventions outside language is also necessary. If someone totally wants to

master such skills in English, s/he would need to live in an English speaking country.

In contrast, there is communication conducted by persons who have purposes and

something in particular to communicate to other persons. Although there are many to~ls to

communicate, this kind of communication is mostly done by use of language. In this case,
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one wants to convey one's intention to others as accurately as possible. Self-introduction,

shopping, showing the way, making a hotel reservation and explaining how to take a bath are

included in such communication. Language is an extremely effective tool for this type of

communication.

Here, let us consider the definition of communication. There seems to be many

definitions in various disciplines such as linguistic education, psychology, sociology and so

on. "Dance and Larson lists 126 definitions of communication collected from various

disciplines" (as cited in Sueda & Fukuda, 2003, p. 14). However, I focus here on

communication as understood in linguistic education. Specifically, I introduce some

definitions of communication related to English language education. Iwasaki (2001) defines

communication by saying that "more than one person exchanges some messages and conveys

their intentions" (p. 99, my translation). Taki (1997) claims that "communication means

mutual dialogue between a sender and a receiver like playing catch" (p. 21). Savignon (1997)

states that communication means "getting our message across" (p. 4).

Kashiwase (2000) states that "communication is an action by which more than one

person conveys their intentions to each other by variety of strategies" (p. 79, my translation).

Moreover, he explains the concept of communication by a figure shown in Figure 1.

Sender's

Intention

Message Receiver's

Intention

Figure 1 The concept of communication by Kashiwase (2000, p. 80, with my partial

modification)

Yashima (2004) describes that "meaning of communication in foreign language

education is whether the verbal message conveys the senders' intention or not" (p. 10, my
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translation). "In applied linguistics, the term 'communication' is used in the sense that one

understands someone else's intended meanings and conveys his intended meanings to that

person" (Yashima, 2004, p. 12, my translation). Iwasaki (2001) makes an interesting

statement: "reading and listening to English without regard to any purposes and the other

party is not communication" (p. 99, my translation). Harmer (1982) figures the nature of

communication as in Figure 2.

1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
I

I

I

I

I

I

SPEAKER!
WRITER

LISTENER!
READER

Has a communicative purpose

-- Selects from language store

-- Wants to listen to/read 'something'

Interested in communicative purpose

-- Processes an assortment of language

(As the dotted lines indicate, the speaker can become the listener, and vice versa.)

Figure 2 The nature of communication by Harmer (1982, p. 166)

Lastly, I will show seven features of communication by Canale (1983).

(a) [Communication] is a form of social interaction, and is therefore normally

acquired and used in social interaction;

(b) [Communication] involves a high degree of unpredictability and creativity in

form and message;
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(c) [Communication] takes place in discourse and sociocultural contexts which

provide constraints on appropriate language use and also clues as to correct

interpretations of utterances;

(d) [Communication] is carried out under limiting psychological and other

conditions such as memory constraints, fatigue and distractions;

(e) [Communication] always has a purpose... ;

(f) [Communication] involves authentic, as opposed to textbook-contrived

language; and

(g) [Communication] is judged as successful or not on the basis of actual

outcomes. (Canale, 1983, pp. 3-4)

Considering the statements listed above, I define communication in English classes in junior

high school as follows:

1 Communication in English classes occurs when a sender who wants to

say/write something sends a message in English to a receiver who actively

wants to understand it.

2 Communication in English classes is an event whose necessity students can

feel at the time.

3 Communication in English classes is achieved by students' active attitudes.

4 Appropriate situations are indispensable to communication in English classes.

The communication which teachers should aim for in English language education should

never be simple conversation like chatting. Then, what kinds of activities are appropriate for

such communication? I will address this issue in Chapter 3.

As I said, communication is important and indispensable for all of us living in society.

In my school, some parents require the teachers to teach general communication skills. It is

not because communication is related to getting necessary information, but because
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communication is deeply related to human relationship. Savignon (2004) states that "better

communication means better understanding of ourselves and others; less isolation from those

around us; and more productive, happy lives" (p. 4). Better communication connects people.

Conversely, worse communication harms or even severs human relationships.

An example of worse communication is one without people talking to each other.

Consider the case of people living alone in urban areas. They can buy anything they want

without saying a single word. All they need to do is to pay the money required at the register.

They get what information they need on the Internet and by watching TV, without talking to

anyone. Their basic necessities are met even if they don't say anything and they can lead a

normal life without using any words for a certain period of time. It is common now in towns

to live a life without getting involved in each other's affairs. People can live in this society

without talking.

I will give another example from my English class. It happened when I taught a unit

dealing with how to make a phone call. I told students the meanings of "Can I speak to Ken?"

and "Speaking." Some students said, "We do not normally use these phrases because we

make a call with our mobile phones." When I was a child, making a call to a friend of mine

made me nervous because I did not know who would answer. Nowadays, the range of things

we can do without directly talking to others is far greater than before.

Communication should be meaningful. Naoyama claims that it is because we live in

such a society that we should learn English and that it is important for us to know

communicating by spoken language is comfortable. She suggests: "Through English

activities, pupils can feel that communication makes them excited" (Naoyama, 2007, p. 15,

my translation). In Foreign Language Activities in elementary school, communication is

emphasized. In the new Course of Study for elementary school, the objective of Foreign

Language Activities is "to form the foundation of pupils' communication abilities through
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foreign languages... , fostering positive attitude toward communication" (MEXT, 2008b, p. 1).

Foreign Language Activities aims at making pupils feel the importance of communication

and the joy of communication by helping them experience communication through the

medium of English. English language education is required to playa role to teach students the

importance of communication.

Here, I show survey results on students' views of English (Appendix 6). At the

beginning of the fiscal year 2009, I asked 68 second-year students I teach in my junior high

school to write down their responses to the question "What do you think the reasons for

learning English are?" All answers were categorized into 12 replies. Table 21 shows the

results.

Table 21 The results categorized in 12 replies
1 For the time when I go abroad. A total of 16

2 For the time when I work. A total of5

3 For the time when I go to study abroad. A total of 1

4 I want to speak English. A total of5

5 I can communicate with people from many countries. A total of6 A total of 43
6 English is spoken allover the world. A total of2

7 English is a common language. A total of2

8 In order to speak with foreigners. A total of6

9 In order to get high scores in English examinations. A total of 12

10 English is a required class. A total of 18 A total of30

11 English is interesting. A total of3

12 Others. A total of2 A total of5

Around half of the students think that English is a language, that English is used for speaking

with others and that they might use English at work. Although there were only two students

who wrote the term "communication," they know English is a tool of communication. The

students were not given reasons for learning English at school by their English language

teacher in advance. The survey shows that even if no one teaches students that learning

English is for communication, they know English is a language actually used in the world.
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Next, I focus attention on two terms which many students used: "future" and "useful."

Table 22 shows the results.

Table 22 The results of focusing on two terms

A Future. A total of32

B Useful. A total of23

More than half of the students think English is "useful" someday in the "future." From the

results of this survey, it can be said that the students hope to speak English someday although

they might now be learning English to pass examinations.

Here, there are two problems. The first one is that learning English silently at school

now does not directly lead to speaking English in the future. Students need to experience

communicating in English. Next, students who do not like English and are not good at

English often say, "I do not need English because I will never go abroad in the future. I do

not use English. I will do my best in order to get high scores in subjects other than English

when taking an entrance examination to senior high school." English, which might be useful

someday in the future, is rejected by such students. In order to solve this problem, meaningful

communication activities for them should be conducted now.

The biggest problem in teaching meaningful English to students seems to be that

students hardly have anything to say in English. For students who have nothing to say,

English loses its language role, and English learning becomes code learning. In order to

explain this, let us consider the case ofleaming a mother tongue. Generally, any baby in any

country gradually acquires his or her mother tongue. Of course, they cannot use it accurately

from the beginning. At first, babies "babble and coo and cry and vocally or nonvocally send

an extraordinary number ofmessages" (Brown, 2007, p. 25). Their parents do their best to

understand what they want to say. Soon, small infants "imitate words and speech sounds they

hear around them" (Brown, 2007, p. 25). Their utterances become longer little by little. Their

parents always guess and understand their desires and demands. At this stage, no parent
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would correct grammatical mistakes in their utterances as long as the utterances are

understandable. If all grammatical mistakes were pointed out every time young children

uttered something, and if they were consistently forced to make their incomplete sentences

complete, young children would never make utterances. It can be said that we usually have

something to communicate and gradually acquire the means to say it.

Yashima claims that "it is said that we learn a foreign language for communication;

however, we acquire a foreign language while communicating" (2004, p. 10, my translation).

In learning English as a foreign language in Japan where we don't need to use it, we begin to

learn its grammar and vocabulary, and then, learn how to use it even though we have hardly

anything to say in English. For us living in Japan, it is quite·difficult to find something to

communicate in English. It is in English classes that teachers give meaningful occasions to

students. I explain ideal English learning in English classes in Figure 3, while showing

undesirable English learning in Figure 4.

( Tell someone)

+ xperiencesDin communication.

Get knowledge of grammar and

vocabulary

DDon't know how to say it.

Have something to communicate

Figure 3 Ideal English learning

( Tell someone) (Practice using them

Get knowledge of grammar and

vocabulary

~n'tknow how to say it.

( Have nothing to communicate]

Figure 4 Undesirable English learning

Since we cannot acquire English just as we acquired Japanese, learning knowledge of

English grammar and vocabulary systematically and effectively is absolutely essential.
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However, teachers should be careful not to be too preoccupied with the knowledge of English

grammar and vocabulary. It is important for teachers to give topics and content worth

communicating with and to make students feel that English is necessary and interesting.

2.2 A Theoretical Framework of Communicative Competence

It is often said that communication "nouryoku" must be acquired as part of English

learning. In the current and the new Course of Study, developing students' basic

communication "nouryoku" for communication is the main target. This term is likely to be

the key to acquire English. In the literature on language education, "competence" is a

common English term for "nouryoku." So I will temporarily translate "nouryoku" as

"competence." On that basis, I will describe my concept ofthe relationship between

knowledge of English and communication "nouryoku" or "communicative competence." For,

it is often said that Japanese learners of English cannot communicate in English even though

they have enough knowledge of English such as grammar and vocabulary. (In 2.2, I use the

phrase "knowledge ofEnglish" for the same meaning as "knowledge of English such as

grammar and vocabulary.") This is illustrated in Figure 5. It is presumed that to develop

communicative competence is necessary in order to communicate in English.

Knowledge of English

communication

"nouryoku"

Figure 5 My concept of the relationship between knowledge of English

and communication "nouryoku"
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Is this concept valid? I will examine this question on the basis of three theories which refer

to communicative competence: one by Chomsky, one by Hymes, and one by Canale and

Swain.

2.2.1 Chomsky's Theory: Competence and Performance

Chomsky uses these terms: competence and performance. He claims as follows:

We thus make a fundamental distinction between competence (the speaker

hearer's knowledge of his language) andperformance (the actual use of language

in concrete situations) ....In actual fact, it [performance] obviously could not

directly reflect competence. A record of natural speech will show numerous false

starts, deviations from rules, changes ofplan in mid-course, and so on.

(Chomsky, 1965, p. 4)

He explains that competence means knowledge of grammar while performance means actual

use. Canale and Swain (1980) analyze Chomsky's statements as follows.

.. .competence refers to the linguistic system (or grammar) that an ideal native

speaker of a given language has internalized whereas performance mainly

concerns the psychological factors that are involved in the perception and

production of speech, e.g. perceptual parsing strategies, memory limitations, and

the like. (p. 3)

Chomsky regards competence and performance as two different concepts as shown in Figure

6.
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Performance

= the actual use of

language

(involving psychological

factors)

<-:>
Competence

= knowledge of

language

(ideal native

speaker)

Figure 6 Competence and performance according to Chomsky

His notion of competence seems to be reflected in English language education to date in

Japan. Chomsky calls competence the knowledge of the language that an ideal native speaker

has, and it is relevant to the clarification of rigid rules of grammar. For a long time, Japanese

learners ofEnglish have been required to memorize as much knowledge of English as

possible. They have been trying to gain English with bulky grammar books as if swallowing

all available knowledge ofEnglish was their ultimate objective. In a sense, they have been

gaining a similar knowledge of English native speakers may have.

It might be said that English education in Japan has focused on something similar to

competence as Chomsky refers to it, whereas we have practically forgotten to take notice of

performance: the actual use of language.

2.2.2 Hymes' Theory: Communicative Competence and Sociocultural Factors

Hymes criticizes Chomsky's claim. Hymes (1972) states that "all the difficulties that

confront the children and ourselves seem swept from view" (p. 270). He argues that

Chomsky's idea cannot be directly applied to language education because his theory is too

idealized to solve the many and various difficulties learners actually face in learning foreign

languages. Hymes introduces another notion of competence, communicative competence, for

the first time.
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What Hymes strongly insists is that Chomsky's theory is lacking consideration of

sociocultural factors. Hymes claims that "communicative competence no doubt implies

linguistic competence but its main focus is the intuitive grasp of social and cultural rules and

meanings that are carried by any utterances" (Stem, 1983, p. 229). He proposes

"'communicative competence' including not only grammatical knowledge but sociolinguistic

aspects necessary for actual use" (Sugishita, 2007, p. 140). He insists "not only on

grammatical acceptability but also contextual appropriateness" (Taki, 1999, p. 18).

Next, Hymes shifts the emphasis of his argument to children's language acquisition.

We have to account for the fact that a normal child acquires knowledge of

sentences, not only as grammatical, but also as appropriate. He or she acquires

competence as to when to speak, when not, and as to what to talk about with

whom, when, where, in what manner. (Hymes, 1972, p. 277)

Hymes maintains that we cannot separate both behaviors, language acquisition and language

use, from sociocultural dimensions.

Hymes' notion of communicative competence is composed of two parts. It includes "not

only grammatical competence (or implicit and explicit knowledge of the rules of grammar)

but also contextual or sociolinguistic competence (knowledge of the rules of language use)"

(Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 4). Hymes adopts "the distinction between communicative

competence and performance, where this latter notion refers to actual use" (Canale & Swain,

1983, p. 4). He excludes performance from the definition of communicative competence, and

redefines performance as communicative performance as in Figure 7.
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communicative competence

competence (implicit

and explicit knowledge

of the rules of

contextual or

sociolinguistic

competence

(knowledge of the

rules of language use)

communicative performance

=actual use

Figure 7 Communicative competence and communicative performance according

to Hymes

Then, Hymes proposes four parameters which are necessary for operating language. "The

actual theory of communicative competence that he [Hymes] suggests is comprised of

knowledge (and abilities) of four types" (Canale & Swine, 1980, pp. 15-16).

1. Whether (and to what degree) something is formally possible;

2. Whether (and to what degree) something is feasible in virtue of the means of

implementation available;

3. Whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate (adequate, happy,

successful) in relation to a context in which it is used and evaluated;

4. Whether (and to what degree) something is in fact done, actually performed,

and what its doing e~tails. (Hymes, 1972, p. 281)
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These parameters are too abstract to easily understand. Therefore, I draw on a passage by

Canale and Swain (1983) with regard to these four parameters, and show examples given by

them (see Table 23).

Communicative competence is thus viewed by Hymes as the interaction of

grammatical (what is formally possible), psycholinguistic (what is feasible in

terms of human information processing), sociocultural (what is the social

meaning or value of a given utterance), and probabilistic (what actually occurs)

systems of competence. (Canale & Swain, 1983, p. 16)

Table 23 Examples of Hymes' four parameters by Canale and Swain

1. the was cheese green

2. the cheese the rat the cat the dog saw chases ate was green

3. saying good-bye in greeting someone

4. saying may god be with you
(Canale & Swain, 1980, P. 16)

1. the cheese was green (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 4)

2. the dog saw the cat that chases the rat (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 4)
that ate the cheese that was green

3. saying hello in greeting someone (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 16)

4. saying good-bye, bye-bye (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 16)

On the basis of their interpretation, I give examples of these four parameters employing

familiar sentences used in junior high school (see Table 24).
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Table 24 My own example sentences familiar to junior high school students
Group A Group B

1. Is a dog this?

1. more easier

1. He like baseball.

2. I saw a man who was old and wore a
hat which was green.

3. Pass me the salt. (When a small child
asks his mother.)

4. You must be tired. (When finishing the
work and going home.)

1. Is this a dog?

1. much easier

1. He likes baseball.

2. I saw an old man with a green hat.

3. Please pass me the salt.

4. See you tomorrow.

In order to acquire communicative competence, comprehensive competence, by which one

can judge inadequacy of the sentences in Group A, and can produce the sentences in Group B,

is required.

2.2.3 Canale and Swain's Theory: The Four Components of Communicative Competence

Canale and Swain apply communicative competence as defined by Hymes to applied

linguistics. They describe communicative competence as "the underlying systems of

knowledge and skills required for communication (e.g. knowledge ofvocabulary and skills in

using the sociolinguistic conventions for a given language)" (Canale, 1983, p. 5). Moreover,

they make a distinction between communicative competence and actual communication.

Actual communication means the realization of such knowledge and skill

[knowledge of vocabulary and skill in using the sociolinguistic conventions for a

given language] under limiting psychological and environmental conditions such

as memory and perceptual constraints, fatigue, nervousness, distractions and

interfering background noises. The term 'actual communication' is preferred

here since the earlier term 'performance' (or 'communicative

performance') ...has been a source ofmuch confusion in applied linguistics....

(Canale, 1983, p. 5)
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A definition of communicative competence is given by Canale and Swain (1980) and Canale

(1983). They conclude that communicative competence is composed of four components, or

four subcategories. "The first two subcategories reflected the use of the linguistic system

itself; the last two defined the functional aspects of communication" (Brown, 2007, p. 219).

(1) Grammatical competence

This type of competence will be understood to include knowledge of lexical

items and ofmles of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar semantics, and

phonology. (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 29)

(2) Sociolinguistic competence

Sociolinguistic competence... addresses the extent to which utterances are

produced and understood appropriately in different sociolinguistic contexts

depending on contextual factors such as status ofparticipants, purposes of the

interaction, and norms or conventions of interaction. (Canale, 1983, p. 7)

(3) Discourse competence

This type of competence concerns mastery ofhow to combine grammatical

forms and meanings to achieve a unified spoken or written text in different

genres .... Unity of a text is achieved through cohesion in form and coherence

in meaning. (Canale, 1983, p. 9)

(4) Strategic competence

This component will be made up of verbal and nonverbal communication

strategies that may be called into action to compensate for breakdowns in

communication due to performance variables or to insufficient competence.

(Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 30)

As for performance, Canale and Swain regard communicative performance as

"including factors such as volition, motivation, and pathology (organic or functional)"
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(Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 7). Figure 8 shows Canale and Swain's model of communicative

competence and communicative performance.

Communicative competence

(3) Discourse

competence

(4) Strategic

competence

(1 )Grammatical

competence

(2)Sociolinguistic

competence

Communicative performance

(include factors such as volition,

Figure 8 Canale and Swain's model

These four communicative competences are considered to be highly important in teaching

English in junior high school. Thus, I will give a detailed explanation of the four components

in the light of English language education in junior high school.

The importance of Grammatical competence is extremely high. In junior high school,

students learn basic rules of English such as grammar and vocabulary. Without this

knowledge, they can not understand English at all. Students learn English as a subject only

after entering junior high school. The length of time available to learn English in compulsory

education is only three years. Teachers should get students to acquire basic proficiency in
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English. The new Course of Study for junior high school to be put into practice in 2012 says

that grammar should not be overly emphasized as I will examine in 2.3 of Chapter 2.

However, English language teachers should not hesitate to thoroughly teach English grammar.

Sociolinguistic competence is a component which is difficult for junior high school

students to acquire. Appropriateness of utterances depends on cultures. Some utterances may

be appropriate in almost all cultures. Others may be inherent to a particular culture. For

example, when we meet someone for the first time, it may be common that we give words of

greeting each other. However, in what form it should be given may depend on the statuses of

participants and conventions in a culture. Canale (1983) contends that appropriateness of

utterances refers to both "appropriateness of meaning and appropriateness of form" (p. 7).

Appropriateness ofmeaning is related to "the extent to which particular communicative

functions ... , attitudes... and ideas are judged to be proper in a given situation" (Canale, 1983,

p. 7). On the other hand, appropriateness of form is related to "the extent to which a given

meaning... is represented in a verbal and lor non-verbal form that is proper in a given

sociolinguistic context" (Canale, 1983, p. 7). This competence is difficult to acquire not only

in learning second or foreign languages but also in using mother tongue. Without

sociolinguistic competence, communication might result in failure.

The two components of Discourse competence are cohesion and coherence. "Cohesion

deals with how utterances are linked structurally and facilitates interpretation of a text"

(Canale, 1983, p. 9). Basically, grammatical competence makes it possible to understand

cohesion. On the other hand, "coherence refers to the relationships among the different

meanings in a text, where theses meanings may be literal meanings, communicative functions,

and attitude" (Canale, 1983, p. 9). Brown explains the differences between grammatical

competence and discourse competence as follows: "while grammatical competence focuses

on sentence-level grammar, discourse competence is concerned with intersentential
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relationships" (Brown, 2007, p. 220). For junior high school students, coherence might be

more difficult to achieve than cohesion. I will discuss theses two terms again in 3.2 of

Chapter 3.

Strategic competence is likely to be ignored in English classes in junior high school.

Terrell (1977) states that "an important part of language acquisition and learning is the use of

'strategies' by the students in order to generate sentences which go beyond the student's

grammatical capacities" (p. 334). I give a list of strategic competence by Iwasaki (2001) (see

Table 25).

Table 25 A list of strategic competence by Iwasaki

(1) avoidance
a. topic avoidance
b. message abandonment

(2) paraphrase
a. approximation
b. word coinage
c. circumlocution

(3) conscious transfer
a. literal translation
b. language switch

(4) appeal for assistance
(5) mime

(Iwasaki, 2001, pp. 103-104)

Iwasaki adds that teachers should note that (2) and (4) are always effective, but the use of (1)-

a and (3)-b should not always be encouraged from an educational point of view.

As observed above, Canale and Swain have clearly defined communicative competence.

Now, I return to my concept at the beginning of this section of the relationship between

knowledge of English and communication "nouryoku" (see p. 34). This concept is found

wrong. Grammatical competence is just one of the components of communicative

competence as shown in Figure 9. That is, "only restricted area among communicative

competences is taught in English classes; teachers spend a considerable amount of time for

students to acquire grammatical competence" (Sasaki, 2007, p. 139, my translation). What
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English language teachers in junior high school should take notice of is the need to include

the other three components in English classes: sociolinguistic competence, discourse

competence and strategic competence. I will give a detailed account in 2.3 below.

Competence

(1) Grammatical

Communicative Competence

(2) Sociolinguistic competence

······....Knowledge ofEngli~h·

......................... .. ..

······.conrillunication

........./··::::<::·'~.~~OkU"
........

(3) Discourse competence

(4) Strategic competence

Figure 9 The relationship between grammatical competence (knowledge of English) and

communicative competence (communication "nouryoku") on the basis of Canale and

Swain's model

2.3 Analysis of the New Course of Study

School education is based on the Course of Study. Teachers are required to follow it.

They ought to consider its content and give students the best possible education. In this

section, I analyze the new Course of Study to be fully implemented in 2012. I also refer to the

Commentarial Description of the new Course of Study, published by MEXT. In fact,

although it has no binding power, most companies write textbooks referring to the

Commentarial Description. There is no English version of the Commentarial Description.

Therefore, I will translate it into English when I cite the contents.

First, I show the "Overall Objective" of Foreign Languages (English).
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I Overall Objective

To develop students' basic communication abilities such as listening and

speaking, reading and writing, deepening their understanding of language and

culture and fostering a positive attitude toward communication through foreign

languages. (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

[MEXT], 2008a. p. 1)

According to the CommentarialDescription of the new Course of Study, the Overall

Objective is composed of three parts.

(1) To deepen students' understanding of language and culture through foreign

languages.

(2) To foster a positive attitude toward communication through foreign

languages.

(3) To develop students' basic communication abilities such as listening,

speaking, reading and writing. (MEXT, 2008c, p. 6, my translation)

MEXT says in the Commentarial Description that "the third (3) is the most important article"

(MEXT, 2008c, p. 6) of the three. To develop basic communication abilities is regarded as

the major target. The question we have to ask first is what the meaning of the term "abilities"

is. Although communication abilities clearly refer to the four such as listening, speaking,

reading and writing, we should pay attention to the term "abilities." In the Japanese-language

version of the new Course of Study, the term "nouryoku" is used. There are various English

terms which correspond to "nouryoku." Among them, the term "ability" is used in the

translation of the new Course of Study, whereas the term "competence" is used in many

studies on communication. "Ability" is "the state of being able to do something" (Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary English, 2009). On the other hand, "competence" is "the ability

to do something well" (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 2009). We should be
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careful not to be confused by these two terms. From this standpoint, I examine

"communication abilities" as mentioned in the new Course of Study. The Commentarial

Description explains "communication abilities" as follows:

To develop students' basic communication abilities such as listening, speaking,

reading and writing means that teachers make students not only acquire

knowledge of English such as grammar rules and vocabulary, but also develop

students' basic abilities to be able to use English for the purpose of practical

communication. (MEXT, 2008c, p. 7, my translation)

According to the Commentarial Description, four areas are referred to as measures to

communicate, and English listening, English speaking, English reading and English writing

are required to be enhanced. As I mentioned in 2.1, communication occurs where there is a

sender and a receiver with some sort ofpurpose. Listening to lectures is communication with

speakers; speaking about one's dream is communication with listeners; reading books is

communication with writers; writing one's blog is communication with readers. The new

Course of Study strongly requires making students learn English not as a code, but as a living

language. This requirement is seen in the following sentence:

Language activities should be conducted in such a way as grammar is effectively

utilized for communication, based on the idea that grammar underpins

communication. (MEXT, 2008a, p. 6)

Grammar is never brought to the fore. Grammar should be acquired to help communication.

This statement is a warning for English language education that grammar should not be

taught for knowledge, but for communication, even though grammar is very important as a

basis of communication.

As for language activities, the following statement is given in the Commentarial

Description.
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It is important that basic language activities such as listening, speaking, reading

and writing are carried out in a balanced manner, by design and systematically.

(MEXT, 2008c, p. 9, my translation)

Language activities are defined as activities for communication.

(MEXT, 2008c, p. 47, my translation)

Without placing an emphasis on one particular activity, the four activities should be

conducted in a balanced manner for communication. The importance in conducting language

activities is also described as follows:

Basic pronunciation and structures should not be ignored so that language

activities are emphasized. On the other hand, teachers should be careful not to

make language activities insufficient due to the emphasis on understanding and

practicing language elements. (MEXT, 2008c, p. 20, my translation)

Grammar and language activities are not opposed to each other. Both should not be ignored

in English classes.

The implications of developing basic communication abilities can be shown in Figure 10.

Communication abilities: For the purpose ofpractical
communication

~~~~~~~~::]:::::::~~~~~~~]~~:~~~-]::::_~~~-:::::
~ communication activities --+

Knowledge ofEnglish such as grammar rules and
vocabulary: Basis of communication

Figure 10: Four areas of communication abilities by the new
Course of Study.

Here, I introduce Widdowson's interesting discussion on listening, speaking, reading

and writing. He throws doubt on these four activities, as can be seen in the following

quotation:
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The aims of a language teaching course are very often defined with reference to

the four 'language skills': understanding speech, speaking, reading and writing.

These aims, therefore, relate to the kind of activity which the learners are to

perform. But how can we characterize this activity? What is it that learners are

expected to understand, speak, read and write? The obvious answer is: the

language they are learning. But what exactly do we mean by this? We might

mean a selection of lexical items recorded in a dictionary combined with

syntactic structures recorded in a grammar. In this view, the teaching of a

language involves developing the ability to produce correct sentences. Many

teachers would subscribe to this view and it has been productive of a good deal

of impressive language teaching material. In some respects, however, it is

unsatisfactory. We may readily acknowledge that the ability to produce

sentences is a crucial one in the learning of a language. It is important to

recognize, however, that it is not the only ability that learners need to acquire.

Someone knowing a language knows more than how to understand, speak, read

and write sentences. He also knows how sentences are used to communicative

effect. (Widdowson, 1978, p. 1)

Although this remark was written in 1977 in Edinburgh, it is also true of the situation of

Japanese English education now. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, English language teachers

have taught English grammar and often translated English sentences into Japanese, and

students have silently written down Japanese translations in their notebooks. Countless

language activities not for communication but for acquiring grammar have been conducted.

In order to change this practice, language activities encompassing the four skills for

communication are recommended. Then, "what is the nature of these [four] skills?"

(Widdowson, 1978, p. 57) English language teachers surely need to pursue the question of
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what these four skills are. Students will not acquire English for communication even if

teachers conduct what seem to be language activities without understanding what the four

skills represent. I will give one example of what seems to be listening activities. In English

classes, "listening tests" are often conducted: "While listening to the dialogue, answer the

following questions". A conversation between Tom and Kumi is played on a CD player, and

the following questions are also heard: "Does Tom like baseball?" and "What is Kumi's

favorite song?" This is effective as far as just listening to English is concerned and might be a

good practice for listening. However, it is not listening for communication. It is just listening

for understanding English as phonetic code. The same thing can be said regarding reading.

Reading to analyze English structures tends to be done often; however, reading to understand

content should be done instead.

The problem which I have to note next is the phrase "through foreign languages" in the

Overall Objective. Does communication in the new Course of Study represent

communication in English or communication by use of other tools including Japanese

language? Again, let us see the three parts of the Commentarial Description of the Overall

Objective:

(1) To deepen students' understanding of language and culture through foreign

languages.

(2) To foster a positive attitude toward communication through foreign

languages.

(3) To develop students' basic communication abilities such as listening,

speaking, reading and writing.

(MEXT, 2008c, p. 6, my translation)

In the Commentarial Description, the following comment is also given:
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There are many ways to deepen understanding of language and culture and to

foster a positive attitude toward communication. In teaching foreign languages,

to realize this objective through English is clearly manifested by the phrase

"through foreign languages." (MEXT, 2008c, p. 7, my translation)

It is evidently specified that English language teachers need to encourage students' general

communication abilities while developing knowledge of English such as grammar rules and

vocabulary, and while developing communication abilities in English. Moreover, this is

deeply concerned with their attitude towards communication. It is considered that the Overall

Objective indicates the importance of developing students' attitudes to communication by the

use of every strategy even if students are faced with a situation where they cannot express

themselves in English; for example, when they are asked the way to the station by a foreigner.

A situation where students who are not good at English feel a sense of inferiority to English

speakers and hesitate to use English should be avoided.

Now, I apply the definition of communicative competence by Canale and Swain which I

mentioned in 2.2 (see p. 41) to communication abilities by the new Course of Study. The

connection is shown in Figure 11.

Communication abilities: For the purpose ofpractical
communication

-------------------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------

Listening Speaking Reading Writing

grammatical grammatical grammatical grammatical

~~~p~~~~~~----- _~<?!!l:l?~_t~~~~____ _~5~~E~~~~~_~ ____ ~~~~E~!~~~~ ____
sociolinguistic sociolinguistic sociolinguistic sociolinguistic

~~~p~~~~~~----- _~_<?!!l:l?~_t~~~~____ _~_~~E~~~~~_~ ____ _~~~E~!~~~~ ____
discourse discourse discourse discourse

~~~p~~~~~~----- _~<?!!l:l?~_t~~~~____ _~_~~E~~~~~_~ ____ _~~~E~!~~~~ ____
strategic strategic strategic strategic
competence competence competence competence
Figure 11 Communication abilities by the new Course of Study

on the basis of the theory by Canale and Swain
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The difference between Canale and Swain shown in Figure 11 and the new Course of Study

shown in Figure 10 on page 48 is the basis of each area. Under the four abilities, there are

four areas: grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic competence, shown in

Canale and Swain's model, whereas there is one part, grammar rules and vocabulary, in the

new Course of Study. It is clear that what English language teachers should not overlook is

the other three parts: sociolinguistic competence, discourse competence and strategic

competence. Teachers should make students conduct language activities including not only

grammatical competence but also the other three competences.

In the new Course of Study, these three competences are not explicitly referred to, but

they are referred to implicitly in some articles. As for sociolinguistic competence, in

Examples ofFunctions of Language in Treatment of the Language Activities (MEXT, 2008a,

pp. 3-4), there are articles on "requesting, inviting, declining and apologizing." These are

needed to be recognized not as grammar items but as sociolinguistic items in order to produce

and understand utterances appropriate for the occasion. As for discourse competence,

cohesion and coherence is the key to acquire this competence. Cohesion is an issue related to

grammar; coherence is an issue related to reading between lines. I will discuss cohesion and

coherence in detail in 3.2 of Chapter 3. Whether students acquire these two competences or

not depends on the teacher's attitude of making students aware of context. As for the last

competence, strategic competence, in Examples of Functions of Language (MEXT, 2008a, p.

3), there is an article "Facilitating communication: asking for repetition and repeating." These

are considered to be two examples of strategic competence. In this way, competences other

than grammatical competence are included in the new Course of Study.

The problem lies in the fact that all the competences are lumped together as grammatical

aspect in the new Course of Study. On the whole, while emphasizing grammar rules and
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vocabulary, making students aware of the context is important in English classes injunior

high school.

Lastly, I suggest one idea to develop communication abilities in Figure 12.

Communication abilities: For the purpose of practical
c mmunication

Wi ing

Knowledge ofEnglish such as grammar rules and
vocabulary: Basis of communication

Awareness of contexts (including the three competences by
Canale and Swain)
Figure 12 One idea to develop communication abilities

Students can acquire communication abilities for the purpose ofpractical communication

through activities which focus on communication while acquiring knowledge of English and

while becoming aware of contexts. The four small arrows indicate that knowledge of English

helps students to enhance abilities of listening, speaking, reading and writing. In the same

manner, they indicate that activities such as listening, speaking, reading and writing help

students to acquire knowledge of English. Mutual interaction by the four small arrows should

be reinforced. On the other hand, the four big arrows indicate the direction to acquire

communication abilities. Communication abilities can be enhanced through the four activities

based on knowledge of English and awareness of contexts. Teachers should recognize the

importance of this direction.
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Chapter 3 Essential Elements for Materials to Be Used in English Classes

As I mentioned in Chapter 2, there are four components in communicative competence.

Then, what materials will enhance students' communicative competence? In English classes,

students have exposure to many kinds of English sentences which are mainly focused on

grammar. From the view point of communication, what should teachers take notice of when

they introduce new items of grammar? Moreover, in order to develop communication

abilities, communication activities are generally conducted in English classes. What kinds of

activities are effective? In this chapter, I will examine what kinds of materials and sentences

should be given to students from the viewpoint of enhancing communication abilities. At the

same time, I refer to approved textbooks used in junior high school.

Widdowson gives various suggestions to these issues. He disseminates Hymes' theory

comprehensibly. Widdowson's discussion on communicative competence presented by

Hymes is taken over by Canale and Swain and other researchers. Widdowson has devoted

himself to language education and applied linguistics for many years and still has a profound

influence on language education. He makes numerous claims on language education in his

many books and articles. Among them, I will focus on three views which are beneficial for

English language education in junior high school: language usage and language use,

discourse, and authenticity.

Now, I present three terms which are important in order to discuss Widdowson's theory:

signification, proposition and illocutionary acts. According to him, "words and sentences

have meaning because they are part of a language system and this meaning is recorded in

grammars and dictionaries" (1978, p. 19). The term signification is used to refer to this kind

ofmeaning. That is, it is "the meaning that sentences have in isolation from a linguistic

context or from a particular situation in which the sentence is produced" (1978, p. 19). On the

other hand, proposition is "something which speakers express in a sentence used in a
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particular context" (Widdowson, 1978/1991, p. 26, my translation). An illocutionary act is "a

specific performance which a speaker (a writer) does through the proposition: promise,

command, request, warning and so on" (Widdowson, 1978/1991, p. 26, my translation).

From the standpoint of the ideas of signification, proposition and illocutionary acts, a

sentence has more than one meaning according to contexts and speakers' intention. For

example, let us consider the sentence, "When I came home, my sister was eating ice cream"

(my own sentence). When learners translate this sentence into Japanese from the point of

signification, "watashiga ieni kaettatoki, imoutowa aisukurimuwo tabeteimashita" is the

answer. In order to translate it, learners need to understand the meaning of each word written

in dictionaries, the function of the conjunction "when," and that of the past progressive form.

Let us assume that this sentence was uttered by a girl, whose sister was sick in bed and was

absent from school, when their mother came home late at night and asked her about how her

sister was feeling. The proposition of this sentence might be to tell the mother about her

sister's condition. The illocutionary act might be to inform the mother of the girl's suspicion

ofher sister: her sister might have been absent from school pretending she was sick. It might

be to express the girl's relief: her sister may be well now. Many possible contexts are behind

one sentence. Now, I start to examine Widdowson's theory.

3.1 Language Usage and Language Use

In English classes, a variety of sentences are introduced to students. It might be no

exaggeration to say that almost all of them are presented to demonstrate grammar. Sentences

in textbooks are "contrived language data ...which is simply cited to demonstrate how the

rules of the language system can be manifested in sentences" (Widdowson, 1979, p. 164). As

I mentioned in Chapter 2; grammatical competence is one of the indispensable elements of
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communicative competence. Widdowson focuses on a single sentence and makes a

distinction between language usage and language use. He states that:

The learning of a language... involves acquiring the ability to compose correct

sentences. That is one aspect of the matter. But it also involves acquiring an

understanding of which sentences, or parts of sentences are appropriate in a

particular context. (1978, pp. 2-3).

He calls the former language usage and the latter language use. Language usage is "the

citation of words and sentences as manifestations of the language system" (1978, p. 18), and

language use is "the way the system is realized for normal communicative purposes" (1978, p.

18). That is, some students in junior high school have knowledge of English grammar and

vocabulary, and can produce correct sentences. Such students generally get high scores in

exams. However, in terms of communication, this does not mean they have acquired English

fully. For example, the sentence "I went to the park to play baseball" is an example of

language usage usually used to manifest knowledge of the past tense of an irregular verb and

the infinitive ofpurpose. On the other hand, this sentence is an example of language use if it

is an answer for the question of "Where did you go last Sunday?" Widdowson maintains that

knowledge of English grammar and vocabulary is a necessary condition for developing

communication abilities but not a sufficient condition. In short, "it is possible for someone to

have learned a large number of sentence patterns and a large number of words which can fit

into them without knowing how they are actually put to communicative use" (1978, pp. 18

19). He advocates that language use should be taught as well as language usage.

What is regarded as important in English language education in junior high school has

been language usage rather than language use. The problem is that many Japanese students

learn English not as a second language but as a foreign language. This means it is difficult for
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Japanese learners of English to learn sentences connected with contexts. Teachers should

produce such situations and always make students aware of English used in communication.

I give an example which provides evidence that language use should be taught as well as

language usage in junior high school. Now, there are situations which are considered to be

problematic. The following happened when I got students to do an activity in an English class.

Students asked their friends what they did or did not do the day before. Afterwards, students

wrote down in English the information they received from their friends. I told them to write

down both an affirmative sentence and a negative sentence for each interviewee. Let us look

at an example of two sentences one student wrote.

(a) Miki watched TV yesterday.

(b) Miki didn't watch TV yesterday.

These two sentences are correct in grammar. However, Miki in (a) and (b) refers to the same

person. These are contradictory pieces of information. Did Miki watch TV the previous day

or not? This student could not notice that the content in these sentences was incompatible

because she only paid attention to making grammatically correct sentences. In order to

resolve such issues, teachers always need to focus on language use. All sentences can be both

language usage and language use. Therefore, teachers should make students aware of the

contexts the sentences are used in.

Teachers often use example sentences when they explain grammar. In the light of

language use, what kinds of example sentences are appropriate? Consider the following

example sentences used when ditransitive verbs are taught.

c) I give Taro a book.

d) Emma gave Ken a map.

e) My grandfather gave me a new bike.
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Which can be example sentences of language use? The sentence c) is an extremely common

example. However, we do not know who Taro is and we cannot infer the situation where this

sentence is used. We do not know the intention of the speaker. In sentence d), Emma and Ken

are characters in the textbook in New Crown English series. In the textbook, Emma bought a

map in Australia and gave it to Ken as a souvenir of her trip. It is easy for students to

understand this sentence. Students can also infer the situation. Sentence e) seems to be the

most accessible because more than a few students have been through the same kind of

experience as described in it. In the junior high school where I work now, all students are

allowed to come to school by bike. Most students are given a new bike by someone in their

family when they enter junior high school. Judging from this reality, the sentence e) is

proximate to language use. Teachers should create example sentences which are appropriate

to be characterized as language use. If teachers constantly become aware of situations in

which sentences are used, students will become aware that English is a means of

communication.

3.2 Discourse, Cohesion and Coherence

A bunch of sentences which have no connections with each other does not develop into

communication. Since communicating is considered as the main goal of English language

education, attention should be paid to the connections between sentences. Widdowson points

out the importance of discourse. He states:

... although we can consider usage by restricting our attention to sentences, the

consideration of use requires us to go beyond the sentence and to look at larger

stretches of language. Normal linguistic behavior does not consist in the

production of separate sentences but in the use of sentences for the creation of

discourse. (1978, p. 22)
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Normally, speakers' utterances have a purpose. After hearers receive the utterances, they give

back other utterances to speakers. The sequence of pertinent interchanges produces a piece of

discourse. When considering discourse, there are two important components: cohesion and

coherence. According to Widdowson, in a case where the forms of utterances ofA and Bare

contextually appropriate in a dialogue between A and B, "their exchange is cohesive" (1978,

p. 25). That is, "cohesion is a matter of the contextual appropriacy of forms - sentences and

parts of sentences... , the cohesion... can be described in terms of the formal (syntactic and

semantic) links between sentences and their parts. The cohesion is overtly signaled" (1978, p.

27). I show his famous example.

A: What did the rain do?

B: The crops were destroyed by the rain. (1978, p. 25)

He explains this odd combination as follows:

A's question makes it clear that what he does not know is what the rain did but

he knows that the rain did something. Generally speaking we can say that

propositions are organized in such a way that what is known, or given, comes

first in the sentence, and what is unknown or new, comes second. But B's

sentence arranges the propositional information in such a way as to suggest that

A already knows about the crops, whereas it is precisely this information he is

asking for. These two sentences do not, therefore combine to form a cohesive

unit. (1978, p. 25)

The contextually appropriate answer to A's question is "The rain destroyed the crops," or "It

destroyed the crops," or "Destroyed the crops" (Widdowson, 1978, p. 26) in the light of

cohesion. In order that one can produce cohesive sentences, one needs knowledge of

grammar such as tense, voice, pronominal anaphor, and so on; also, one needs to apprehend

the proposition expressed by the sentence. Those who make a reply without cohesion do not
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understand grammar, and at the same time, do not understand a questioner's intention: their

proposition. In junior high school, cohesion tends to be taught in terms of grammar.

On the other hand, "where we recognize that there is a relationship between the

illocutionary acts which propositions, not -always overtly linked, are being used to perform,

then we are perceiving the coherence of the discourse" (1978, pp. 28-29). In order to

understand the coherence of discourse, a hearer (a reader) needs to read between the lines.

This work may be difficult even in mother tongue. The reason is that knowledge of

conventions and abilities to infer are necessary in order to find out the coherence of discourse.

Another problem in junior high school is the examination. What is the appropriate

answer to the following question?

i) What are you doing?

A student who answers, "I am studying English" is given a good mark in exams. A student

who answers, "I am sorry" is not given a good mark. However, if students consider the

illocutionary act of this utterance, that is, if they notice the intention of this sentence is

warning for someone who does not do what he has to do, the answer "I'm sorry" is

appropriate.

I will now return to the issue of discourse. The textbooks used in junior high school are

written for teaching and learning English. Texts in these textbooks are comprehensible in

terms of both cohesion and coherence. However, cohesion is likely to be given priority over

coherence. This trend is distinctive in exams. The reason is that doing justice to creative

sentences produced by students is complicated. English will become much more enjoyable if

students learn English in the light of coherence because there might be many answers for one

question depending on circumstances. However, it is dangerous for students to think that any

answers are acceptable. Then, answers to the questions "What time is it now?" "What did

your mother do last Sunday?" "Who wrote Bocchan?" could all be "I don't know," which is
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appropriate in terms of coherence. To accept this answer would never ensure students'

English proficiency.

As Widdowson (1978) mentions, "discourse is not dependent on overt cohesion... " (p.

27). This is especially true in real conversation. However, English language teachers in junior

high school should not highlight coherence too much because junior high school students are

beginners when it comes to English learning. To understand and produce discourse with overt

cohesion should be the priority. This is not to say that teachers can ignore coherence. To

focus on cohesion while making students become aware of coherence is significant.

Lastly, I introduce one idea by Tajiri (2008a) in order to help students to become aware

of discourse in terms of both cohesion and coherence. In an exam in the third semester of the

first grade, he asks students fifteen questions. Students must answer the questions and add

one more answer to each question. For example, when a student is asked, "I don't have any

sisters. How about you? (Tajiri, 2008b)" s/he needs to answer, "I have one sister." And s/he

needs to add an appropriate utterance such as "Her name is Yukari," or "She is five years

old." Students are required to consider discourse. Tajiri's idea is based on a discourse theory.

3.3 Materials and Activities in English Classes in Junior High School

3.3.1 What is Authenticity in English Classes in Junior High School?

I will now examine materials and activities in English classes in the light of developing

students' communication abilities. There have been ideas that English learners should be

exposed to "real English" because exposure to it is considered to help learners to enhance

their communication abilities. "Real English" means English used in real English speaking

communities. For example, newspapers, magazines, songs, movies, menus, maps and

television are real English materials. They are materials for reading as well as for listening.

When they are used for expressing opinions on the contents, they are materials for writing as
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well as for speaking. Real English is essential "as a factor in stimulating and motivating the

students who have had little experience in using the language beyond the classroom"

(Droukis, 2008, p. 1). In Japan where junior high school students have little chance to realize

that English is a language actually used in the real world, exposing them to real English

might help them to realize that reality.

Generally, materials such as newspapers and magazines are regarded as authentic

materials in English language education. A definition of "Authentic materials" goes as

follows:

in language teaching, the use of materials that were not originally developed for

pedagogical purposes, such as the use ofmagazines, newspapers, advertisements,

news report, or songs. Such materials are often thought to contain more realistic

and natural examples of language use than those found in textbooks and other

specially developed teaching materials.

(Richards, J. C. & Schumidt, R., ed., 2002, p. 42)

Authentic materials seem to be synonymous with real English. Tomlinson states that "most

researchers ... stress its [authenticity's] motivating effect on learners" (Tomlinson 2003:6, as

cited in Droukis, 2008, p. 2). Breen (1985) claims that "we need to expose learners to

authentic texts so that they may have immediate and direct contact with input data which

reflect genuine communication in the target language" (p. 63). Offiner, Vorland, Kelly and

Kelly (2002) argue that "students gain confidence and satisfaction knowing that they are able

to read and understand materials written for a native speaker" (p. 124). According to these

statements, authentic materials must be extremely effective. Authentic materials are expected

to stimulate students' motivation and give them experience of real communication, broaden

the horizons of students and develop communication abilities.
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On the other hand, it is not true that all materials are effective only when they are written

or spoken in real English. If it were true, teachers would compel students to listen to news

programs by BBC and to read Gulliver's Travels. It is perfectly obvious that junior high

school students cannot understand the content of these materials. Teachers should "remember

to choose material that is appropriate for the students' level" (Offiner, et al., 2002, p. 121).

That is to say, real English is not always authentic for students.

What are authentic for junior high school students? Mori (2002) states that "while

'authentic' and 'natural' language is generally understood as that spoken or written by native

speakers for real-life communication purposes, the definitions of what exactly count as

authentic or natural have remained rather vague" (p. 325). What kinds ofmaterials and

activities are authentic for junior high school students?

Widdowson proposes two important ideas about authenticity. First, he states that

"authenticity... is a function of the interaction between the reader/hearer and the text which

incorporates the intentions of the writer/speaker" (Widdowson, 1979, p. 165). He also states

that "authenticity...depends on a congruence of the language producer's intention and

language receiver's intention" (Widdowson, 1979, p. 166). Whether or not students can

interpret the texts as the writer/speaker intends is a determinative factor of authenticity.

Second, Widdowson claims that "authenticity is realized by appropriate responses"

(Widdowson, 1979, p. 171). Authenticity is dependent on students' response. Given this

perspective, materials need not to always be real English. Materials other than real English

can be authenticated by students. That is, materials can be authentic if they are given meaning

by students. Artificial materials and contrived texts also can be authenticated by students.

Teachers can make use of various materials including approved textbooks to let students

experience authenticity. Teachers do not need to adhere to real English in order to enhance

communication abilities.
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Accordingly, I define authenticity in English classes as follows:

1 Students can understand the materials and activities in terms of grammar and

vocabulary.

2 Students can understand the significance ofmaterials and activities.

3 Students can accept materials and activities as something to do with students'

lives now, not somewhere in their futures.

4 Any materials are acceptable, real English or not.

The materials which meet these four requirements are considered to be authentic for students.

I will give two examples based on this definition. The first example is an activity I did

ten years ago. I did an interview game for second-year students. Before the activity, I asked

all students in the class what they did the previous Saturday. I prepared a sheet ofpaper

called "a Bingo card" on which everything they did was written before the activity began. In

the activity, students asked the question "What did you do last Saturday?" to their classmates

and wrote down the names on the cards. English used in this activity was not from any

magazines, newspapers, or real English communities. However, this information was

meaningful for students because they wanted to know what their friends did and wanted to

get a bingo as soon as possible.

The second example is an activity which an ALT conducted for second-year students in

2002, when the FIFA world cup was held both in Japan and Korea. Six sheets of paper were

put on the wall in the classroom. Each sheet ofpaper had a lot of information on the FIFA

world cup, for example, players' profiles, participating teams, participating countries and so

on. Students were divided into six groups. Each group had one question card on which a

number of questions were written. For example, "Who is the tallest player of the England

team?" "What color is the Germany's national flag?" Students went to each sheet ofpaper

and found the answers. Some questions and written information were too difficult for
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students to understand because grammatical items they had not learned yet were included.

However, most students had an interest in this activity and actively worked together in groups.

After the class finished, some students kept talking about soccer with their friends and with

the ALT. This activity is'considered to be authentic in that (1) the information on soccer was

provided in English which the ALT wrote; (2) students took notice of the content rather than

grammar and (3) the topic was familiar to students and interesting for them.

Considering these examples, it might be said that students' desire to "know" and "use

English" might be essential in order for materials and activities to be authenticated.

3.3.2 Approved Textbooks

Now, I focus on approved textbooks for junior high school. Textbooks are artificially

written for learning English. However, they are full of intellectual topics and well-designed

activities. As I mentioned in 3.3.1, approved textbooks can be authenticated by students. I

will examine activities in textbooks in terms of authenticity.

Communication activities in textbooks are considered to be categorized into three types.

The first category is an activity focused on grammar. The second is an activity in which

students have to give their own answers. The third is focused on communication itself.

Activities classified in the first category are very common and conducted frequently so

that students get used to sentences including the target grammar. An example is shown below.

While looking at illustrations from 1 to 3, ask questions to your classmates.

e.g.) A: Is there a cup in the box?

B: Yes, there is. / No, there is not.
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3

(New Crown English Series 2, 2008, p. 33, with my partial modification)

This activity is a kind of role-play and pattern practice. Students just repeat the questions and

the right answers according to the illustrations. There might be an argument that this activity

should not be called a communication activity as it is basically a mechanical practice.

Students get used to the sentence while they repeat the questions several times. However,

students help each other to succeed in the activity when conducted in pairs. This kind of

activity is meaningful in that students interact with each other while practicing to use target

sentences, even though it may not be purely a communication activity.

Activities in the second category are ones which are focused on the content and have

communicative purposes. In such activities, students are required to produce their own

answers. An example is shown below.

Ask your classmates whether the following things are used or not in their houses.

name katorisenko kotatsu sudare hibachi

e.g. Yuki 0 0 X X

e.g.) A: Is a katorisenko used in your house?

B: Yes, it is. ~ 0 / No, it isn't. ~ X
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(New Crown English Series 2, 2008, p. 75, with my partial modification)

In the activities in the second category, students need to give their own answers to their

classmates. They can learn about their classmates while they get used to the target sentences.

In this sense, it might be said that this activity is totally different from the one in the first

category. Students definitely communicate with each other. This type of activity is

meaningful for students, and at the same time, authenticated by students.

Activities in the third category often require preparation to conduct. Students also need

their teacher's help. An example is as follows:

1 Make pairs and have a conversation with your partner.

A: Tell B the place you often go to based on the following example.

B: Ask A about the place A often goes and how to go. Write down the

information.

e.g.) A (Taku): I often go to my grandfather's house in summer.

B: Where is it?

A: It's in Nagasaki.

B: How do you go there?

A: I go there by plane and bus.
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2 Ask as many friends as possible and write down the information.

Name Where s/he goes How s/he goes

e.g.) Taku Grandfather's house in Nagasaki By plane and bus

3 Where do your friends go? Make a speech for your classmates based on the

information.

e.g.) Taku goes to his grandfather's house in Nagasaki.

He goes there by plane and bus.

(New Crown English Series 2, 2008, p. 19,with my partial modification)

This activity is complicated for students because they have to think hard and write English

sentences. This activity is effective for acquiring grammar, vocabulary and getting

information about their friends. This is definitely a communication activity. However, this

activity results in failure if students are not given the significance of this activity. Teacher

need to find ways to give this activity meaningful.

These three types of activities appear in the textbook in a balanced manner. According

to Stem (1983), "a [language] curriculum should be based both on a formal and functional

analysis and at the same time offer opportunities for experiential participation in real-life

communication which by its very nature is non-analytical" (p. 262). While teachers

acknowledge that all the communication activities in the textbooks may fall into the three

categories, they need to contrive ways to help students actively and effectively to do these

communication activities. For students, activities in the first and second categories are

relatively easy. They are not reluctant to do them. However, as mentioned above, it is
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difficult for them to do the ones in the third category, not only because students have to think

and write down their answers but also because they may not perceive the value of doing

communication activities. In particular, when students try higher-level communication

activities, they cannot complete them without strong motivation. It is important for students

to find the significance in activities. Textbooks can be authentic depending on how teachers

present them.

3.4 Authenticity, the Classroom and English Learning

The classroom seems to be one of the important things to make materials authenticated.

Widdowson points out the relationship between authenticity and the specificity of the

classroom. He insists that real materials cannot be authentic in the classroom due to the

unique features of the classroom. Materials called authentic cannot be always authentic for

students in the classroom. He states that "the classroom is of its nature an unreal place"

(Widdowson, 2000, p. 8). This statement means that "the classroom is a space isolated from

the real world. It is a place for preparation for the real world" (Takahashi, 2008, p. 104, my

translation). Therefore, Widdowson claims as shown below that it is impossible to use

authentic language in the classroom:

I would... argue against using authentic language in the classroom, on the fairly

reasonable grounds that it is actually impossible to do so. The language cannot

be authentic because the classroom cannot provide the contextual conditions for

it to be authenticated by the learners. (1998, p. 711)

A conversation in a store is authentic because it is held in that place. When the same

conversation is held in the classroom, it is no longer an authentic conversation because the

classroom cannot be a real store. His statement means that it is impossible to make the

classroom a real place and that classrooms are pseudo spaces. Communication activities in
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the classroom cannot be authentic even if teachers pretend that the classroom is a foreign city.

It is impossible to make the classroom a real situation ofEnglish use.

The question now arises: What kinds of a place is the classroom for students? This issue

is related to what kind of communication should be done in the classroom.

For all students, the classroom is the place where they live daily life. They live together,

spend their time all day together. The classroom is where students learn a lot of things with

their teachers and friends. It is also one of the features of the classroom that it is not a place to

be only taught something useful for their lives immediately and directly.

Some researchers have described salient features of the classroom. According to Breen

(1985), "learning is the main psychological and social function of a classroom" (p. 67). He

adds that "in a language classroom, the subject matter is communication" (Breen, 1985, p.

67). He defines a language class as a place to communicate. Students learn English while

communicating, and at the same time, communicate while learning. Students learn English

for meaningful communication for themselves now in the classroom. Practicing formal

conversation, such as how to make a phone call in English, cannot be a main activity for

communication. Sano, Takahashi, and Yoneyama (1984) state as follows:

... language activities carried out in our classrooms need not necessarily be aimed

at use that is 'authentic', from the native speaker's point of view. We value the

'communicative ability' of our learners, but it is for the sake of its contribution to

self-expression and personal growth as well as (or rather than) for its practical

usefulness in English-speaking societies. (p. 170)

Breen and Sano et al. place special emphasis on the situation where students in Japan learn

English as a foreign language. In short, they consider the contexts where junior high school

students learn English at schools. They stress that communication ability is something
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necessary to communicate in languages, and they also emphasize it is something important

for students to grow.

Sato (2007) describes the classroom as "a place ruled by the concept of 'benkyo' (study)

which symbolizes Japanese schools" (p. 102, my translation). He also states that "'benkyo' is

an activity which focuses on 'memorizing', which is conducted individually, not collectively,

and which is for acquiring knowledge and skills" (Sato, 2007, pp. 104-105, my translation).

He insists that "the classroom should be changed into a place of learning from a place of

'benkyo'" (Sato, 2007, p. 104, my translation). On the other hand, "learning is defined as

something facilitated through communicating with each other. Knowledge is not something

memorized but something used for expressing oneself and shared with each other" (Sato,

2007, pp. 104-105, my translation).

English language education so far in Japan has exactly focused on memorizing

knowledge ofEnglish such as grammar and vocabulary for the most part. Students have not

needed to cooperate with each other in the classroom. They have had only to listen to their

teachers and memorize silently. In the future classrooms, teachers should boldly announce

that the classroom is a place to learn together. That will let students communicate each other,

to cooperate with each other, and to learn together in order to develop themselves in the

classroom. In such a classroom, many materials will be authenticated by students.

As I have discussed, communication in English classes must be meaningful for students.

This means not merely to exchange "meaningful" information but also that something is to be

produced "as a result of' exchanging information through communication. That something is

a student's growth as a person. English learning in junior high school is not English training

just for practical communication. It should be an ultimate goal in English language education

to help students to grow in a variety of ways while they communicate with each other through

English.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this study is to clarify the significance of learning English in junior high

school from the perspective of communication. Since Japan is a country where people do not

need English as an instrument of communication, English language teachers in junior high

school should have a firm belief in the value of teaching English. English language education

is often criticized because the English taught in schools is not useful in practice. However,

English language education has not been a failure. The yearly total number of hours spent

learning English in junior high school is only 87.2. Despite this fact, it seems that many

students, that is, many Japanese people have a lot ofknowledge of grammar and vocabulary.

English language education in Japan has been successful to some extent. However, in terms

of communicating in English in contrast with an ample knowledge of grammar and

vocabulary, many Japanese people are unsatisfied with their English proficiency.

English learning should never just be for acquiring knowledge of grammar and

vocabulary. Knowledge of grammar and vocabulary should be used for communication

because English is a language. As the new Course of Study shows, the goal of learning

English for junior high school students is to acquire basic communication abilities for real

communication. However, learning English should be not only for someday in the future but

also for now. As was made clear in 2.1 of Chapter 2, the definition of communication in

English classes in junior high school is one by which students can feel the necessity of using

English now. For this, English language teachers should conduct activities worth

communicating for. Communication is not merely exchanging meaningless information.

Communication for students in English. classes must be an activity which can build

relationships between themselves. English classes have a crucial role for helping students to

feel that communication is important.
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In Chapter 2, it is made clear that the four competences proposed by Canale and Swain

can be applied to English language education in junior high school. In addition, in the new

Course of Study, the importance of acquiring communication abilities such as listening,

speaking, reading and writing is emphasized. It was made clear that the four competences

(grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, discourse competence and strategic

competence) defined by Canale and Swain fall under these four areas (listening, speaking,

reading and writing). In order to develop communication abilities, the four competences

should be enhanced in a balanced manner. In English language education in Japan, acquiring

grammatical competence has been emphasized for a long time. Therefore, the other three

competences should be enhanced while utilizing knowledge ofEnglish grammar. It is not so

difficult for English language teachers to help students to acquire the three additional

competences if teachers recognize that English is a language used in many communities. As

Hymes, Canale and Swain insist, a language and a society are inseparable. The real

communication takes place in contexts. The context where English is used is one of the

aspects which are not taught enough in English classes. Contexts should be emphasized more

in English classes. English language teachers should always make students aware of the

contexts in which English is used.

As was made clear in 3.1 and 3.2 of Chapter 3, a single sentence is one of the sentences

which comprise a discourse. When English language teachers present a sentence, they should

let students aware of the context. If they do, the sentence is an example of language use. If

they do not, it is an example of language usage.

As to materials used in English classes, it was made clear in 3.3 of Chapter 3 that

English language teachers do not need to adhere to giving real English materials to students

in order to make students acquire communication abilities. Real English used in real English

spoken communities is not necessarily authentic for students. Whether some materials are
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authentic or not is dependent on students. Students can authenticate materials. Materials are

authenticated by meaningful communication by students. From this point of view, teachers

should make use of a broad range ofmaterials from textbooks and supplementary materials.

From the point of the relationship between authenticity and the classroom, it was made

clear that the classroom should be a place to learn from each other, where many materials are

be authenticated by students. Teachers should make a classroom a place for students to learn

through communication. Ultimately, communication for students in English classes must be a

process which helps students to develop their personal growth.

According to the results of the survey conducted on English language teachers in 1.3 of

Chapter 1, most teachers regard the objective shown in the new Course of Study as proper

one. Although most of them think that they should conduct communication activities in order

to enhance students' communication abilities, younger teachers and female teachers have a

tendency to have some difficulties in conducting communication activities in English classes.

However, they try various measures for their students. Many English language teachers are

now conducting communication activities in which students interact with each other. English

language education has changed. Both in the current and the new Course of Study, there are

no statements that teachers should make students speak English fluently. A proper attitude to

communication should be cultured through learning English. To have a will to communicate

is important as well as using English correctly in grammatical terms.

Lastly, taking into consideration all that has been discussed in this paper, I will

summarize the six important things which English language teachers should tell students

about English learning throughout the three years at junior high school:

1 English is a language. English is used for communication.
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2 In English classes, students learn that communication is equally important in Japanese

just as it is in English. Through learning English, students can build better relationships

with their classmates.

3 A grammatical aspect is an indispensable factor in order to acquire communication

abilities in English. However, it is just one of the four competences.

4 Japanese people cannot easily acquire enough English so as to communicate in

English freely. However, it is important that learners have something to say, that they

have a will to communicate, and that they keep learning English.

5 Do not feel a sense of inferiority to people who speak English. English is just one of

the 5,000 languages in the world.

6 Students should aim to foster their personal growth through English learning.
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A questionnaire for English language teachers
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English translation of the questionnaire for English language teachers

(The cover letter is omitted.)

DAnswer the questions below firstly.
Sex [male Female]
Age [In 20s In 30s In 40s In 50s ]
Experiences studying abroad where English is mainly spoken

[ No Yes ]

D There are five pages including this page. Please check.

DThe terms "Communication activities" and "Communication abilities" will appear in
this questionnaire many times.
Please understand their meanings in your own way.
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1 Please circle your answer.

(1) What do you think of conducting communication activities in English language
classes?

Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly disagree
~ ® @ @ @
1 1 1 I __I

(2) Do you positively conduct communication activities in English language classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None
~ ® @ @ @
1 1_...._ 1 _~I__I

(3) Do you think that communication activities help students to improve their
communication abilities?

Istrongly think so. Ithink so. Not sure. Ido not think so. Inever think so.
m ® ® @ @
1_----..11 1I000o--_----....-1__I

(4) When you were a junior high school student, did your English language teachers
conduct communication activities in classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None
~ ® @ @ @1 1 1 ......0....-- 1 I

(5) When you were a senior high school student, did your English language teachers
conduct communication activities in classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None
~ ® @ @ @
1----_-----1_-----1 I __I
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2 What are reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting communication
activities and when you do not feel positive about doing them?

CD I think that teaching English words, structures and pronunciation are more important
than conducting communication activities.

® I think that translation is more important than communication activities.
@ I don't know how to design communication activities.
@ It's difficult to make students do communication activities.
@ Communication activities are useless for preparing for entrance examinations of

senior high school.
@ I am not interested in communication activities.
(J) I don't know how to conduct communication activities.
® It takes a lot of time to prepare communication activities.
® Conducting communication activities takes time. As a result, I cannot finish all

contents of the textbook.
@) The materials used for communication activities are not interesting.
@ Communication activities don't enhance students' communication abilities.
@ The class size is too large to conduct communication activities.
@ The atmosphere in classes is not suitable for conducting communication activities.
@ Students don't earnestly take part in communication activities.
@ Students do not like speaking English in their classes.
@) I don't think communication activities help students to acquire what they have

learned.
@ Others.

3 How often do you conduct communication activities in English language classes?
Choose an appropriate item.

CD Every time
® Once a week
@ Once in two weeks
@ Once a month
@ Once a semester
@ None

*To those who have chosen from CD to @ above.
What kinds of communication activities are done?
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4 Write your own reasons for conducting communication activities in your English
classes.

5 What do you think of the Overall Objective of Foreign Languages shown in the new
Course of Study? Choose one appropriate item.

CD Appropriate
® Relatively Appropriate
@ Relatively Inappropriate
@ Inappropriate

*Write your own reasons that you have chosen above.

6 What measures do you try in order to enhance students' communication abilities in
your English classes?

7 What are qualities expected of English language teachers? Choose all appropriate
items from the 8 ones.

CD To speak English fluently with good pronunciation.
® To teach so that students can understand the content.
® To have a stance as an English learner and to be a good learner model for students.
@) To respond to individual needs. To answer students' questions appropriately.
® To have enough knowledge of English language and foreign cultures.
® To have a rich experience.
(J) To have some international perspective.
® Others ( )
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e The following questions are about yourself.
8 Have you learned English for improving your English proficiency? How long have

you spent? How much money have you spent? Select from the following alternatives.
As for (5), please write times.

Period Cost

(1) By studying abroad
(2) By going to English conversation school
(3) Radio, TV, etc.

(4) CDs, DVDs, magazines, English newspaper, etc.

(5) STEP, etc. *times

(6) Others ( )

[Period] a) Never b) For less than 1 year c) For 1 year to 3 years
d) For 3 years to 5 years e) For 5 years to 10yeas
f) For 10 years to 20 years g) For more than 20 years

[Cost] CD Never ® Less than ¥1 00,000 ® ¥1 00,000 ~ ¥500,000
@ ¥500,000 ~ ¥1,000,000 ® ¥1,000,000 ~ ¥2,000,000
@ More than ¥2,000,000

9 Choose the appropriate number about getting information on English language
education. Choose all appropriate items.

CD I get information from magazines.
® I get information on the Internet.
® I want to get information, but I do not know how to get it.
@ I want to get information, but I do not have enough time to do so.
® I do not need to get information.

10 If you have any comments about this survey, please write them here.
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Appendix 2

The results by gender of the questionnaire

What do you think of conducting communication activities in
E 1· hII?1(1) ng,Is an!~uage c asses.

Strongly Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly Total
agree disagree

Male 13 6 0 1 0 20

Female 17 11 1 0 0 29
Total 30 (61 %) 17 (35%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 49

1(2)
Do you positively conduct communication activities in English language
classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Others Total

Male 8 6 4 2 0 0 20
Female 7 14 6 2 0 0 29
Total 15 (31 %) 20 (41%) 10 (20%) 4 (8%) 0(0%) 0(2%) 49

1(3) Do you think that communication activities help students to
improve their communication abilities?

I strongly I think Not I do not I never
Total

think so. so. sure. think so. think so.

Male 9 10 1 0 0 20

Female 15 12 1 1 0 29

Total 24 (49%) 22 (45%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 49

1(4) When you were a junior high school student, did your English
language teachers conduct communication activities in English
language classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

Male 1 1 3 11 4 20

Female 1 7 3 11 ,7 29

Total 2 (4%) 8 (16%) 6 (12%) 22 (45%) 11 (22%) 49
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1(5) When you were a high school student, did your English language
teachers conduct communication activities in English language
classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

Male 0 0 0 12 8 20
Female 1 2 1 14 11 29
Total 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 26 (53%) 19 (39%) 49

2 What are reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting
communication activities and when you do not feel positive about
doing them?

CD (2) @ @ @ @ (J) @ @ @)

Male 4 1 3 3 2 0 1 5 7 1
Female 7 0 4 6 2 0 2 8 14 1
Total 11 1 7 9 4 0 3 13 21 2

® ® @) ® @ @ @ Total
number

number
/person

0 3 5 4 2 2 1 44 2.2 20
1 9 8 9 6 6 3 86 3.0 29
1 12 13 13 8 8 4 130 2.7 49

3 How often do you conduct communication activities in English
language classes?

Every Once a
Once in

Once a Once a
two None Others Total

time week
weeks

month semester

Male 7 5 3 4 0 0 1 20
Female 8 8 7 5 0 1 0 29

Total
15 13 10 9

0(0%)
1

1(2%) 49(30%) (27%) (20%) (18%) (2%)
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5 What do you think of the Overall Objective of Foreign Language shown in
the new Course of Study?

Appropriate
Relatively Relatively

Inappropriate Others TotalAppropriate Inappropriate

Male 8 10 1 0 1 20
Female 13 14 1 0 1 29
Total 21 (43%) 24 (49%) 2 (4%) 0(0%) 2 (4%) 49

7 What are qualities expected ofEnglish language teachers?

CD ~ @ @ @ @ (]) @
Male 9 18 11 13 10 8 5 2
Percentage 45% 90% 55% 65% 50% 40% 25% 10%
Female 13 28 20 22 19 13 11 2
Percentage 45% 97% 69% 76% 66% 45% 38% 7%
Total 22 46 31 35 29 21 16 4
Percentage 45% 94% 63% 71% 59% 43% 33% 8%

9 Choose the appropriate number about obtaining
information on English language education.

CD ~ @ @ @

Male 11 14 0 3 0

Female 14 16 0 11 2

Total 25 30 0 14 2
Percentage 51% 61% 0% 29% 4%
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Appendix 3

The results by experiences of studying abroad of the questionnaire

What do you think of conducting communication activities in
E 1· hII?1(1)

ng.Is an~,uage c asses.
Strongly Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly Total

agree disagree

Yes 17 9 0 1 0 27

No 12 9 1 0 0 22
Total 29 (59%) 18 (37%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 49

1(2)
Do you positively conduct communication activities in English language
classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Others Total

Yes 7 12 6 2 0 0 27
No 7 8 4 2 0 1 22
Total 14 (29%) 20 (41%) 10 (20%) 4 (8%) 0(0%) 1 (2%) 49

1(3) Do you think that communication activities help students to
improve their communication abilities?

I strongly I think Not I do not I never
Total

think so. so. sure. think so. think so.

Yes 16 10 0 1 0 27
No 7 13 2 0 0 22

Total 23 (47%) 23 (47%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 0(0%) 49

1(4) When you were a junior high school student, did your English
language teachers conduct communication activities in English
language classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

Yes 0 5 4 11 7 27
No 2 3 2 10 5 22

Total 2 (4%) 8 (16%) 6 (12%) 21 (43%) 12 (24%) 49
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1(5) When you were a high school student, did your English language
teachers conduct communication activities in English language.
classes?

Always Sometimes Not sure Seldom None Total

Yes 0 2 1 14 10 27

No 1 0 0 11 10 22

Total 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 25 (51 %) 20 (41%) 49

2 What are reasons or causes when you have difficulty in conducting
communication activities and when you do not feel positive about doing
them?

CD ~ @ @ @ @ (J) @ @ @)

Yes 6 1 5 4 2 0 1 9 9 2

No 6 0 2 5 2 0 2 4 12 0

Total 12 1 7 9 4 0 3 13 21 2
~

® @ (j]) @ @ @) @ Total
number

number
/person

0 8 11 9 4 3 2 76 2.81 27
1 4 2 4 4 5 2 55 2.50 22
1 12 13 13 8 8 4 131 2.67 49

3 How often do you conduct communication activities in English
language classes?

Every Once a
Once in

Once a Once a
two None Others Total

time week
weeks

month semester

Yes 9 8 4 5 0 1 0 27

No 5 5 6 4 0 0 2 22

Total
14 13 10 9

0(0%)
1

2(4%) 49
(29%) (27%) (20%) (18%) (2%)
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5 What do you think of the Overall Objective of Foreign Languages shown in
the new Course of Study?

Appropriate
Relatively Relatively

Inappropriate Others TotalAppropriate Inappropriate

Yes 12 13 1 0 1 27
No 8 12 1 0 1 22
Total 20 (41%) 25 (51 %) 2 (4%) 0(0%) 2 (4%) 49

7 What are qualities expected of English language teachers?

CD ® ® @ @ @ (J) ®
Yes 13 26 17 19 19 13 8 2
Percentage 48% 96% 63% 70% 70% 48% 30% 7%
No 9 20 14 16 11 9 9 2
Percentage 41% 91% 64% 73% 50% 41% 41% 9%
Total 22 46 31 35 30 22 17 4
Percentage 45% 94% 63% 71% 61% 45% 35% 8%

9 Choose the appropriate number about obtaining
inforrp.ation on English language education.

CD ® @ @ @

Yes 15 16 0 7 2

No 9 13 0 7 0

Total 24 29 0 14 2

Percentage 49% 59% 0% 29% 4%
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Appendix 4

The results of the written parts of the questionnaire

Table 26
4 Why do you conduct communication activities?

Responses from the teachers in their 20s (in random order)

Students can positively take part in communication activities.

In order to require students to use English.

To encourage students to express themselves is important.

English is an instrument of communication.

In order to require students to review what they have learned.

In order to create a vigorous atmosphere in English classes.

In order to make students realize that speaking English and having a conversation in
English is fun.
Learning English without communication is not effective.

In order to make students get used to speak English.

For students, speaking English builds their confidence.

In order not to let students get bored in English classes.

In order to compel students to practice speaking English in real situations.

Opinions by the teachers in their 30s

To encourage students to express themselves and what they feel is important.

Communication activities make English classes more lively.

Communication activities are the most important component of English classes.

Communication activities are the most effective.

In order to require students to speak by use of what they have learned.

In order to encourage students to acquire expressions which they have learned by
using them.
Speaking and listening should be emphasized more than writing and reading.

In order to create a vigorous atmosphere.

Students enjoy communication activities.

In order to require students to repeat important expressions many times.

In order to let students enjoy communicating with each other and to feel happy to
understand each other.

To learn English grammar is important. On the other hand, English is useful only
when communicating with each other, for example, when students meet foreign
people.
In order to make students realize that speaking with people from a different culture
is fun.
In order to facilitate students' communication in English on familiar things around
them.
In order to compel students to understand each other's thinking and feeling.
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The experience of speaking loudly with expressions that students have learned is
important.
In order to make students realize that English is fun through communication. (Many
students do not like grammar very much.)

In order to let students feel joy when they understand each other.

Responses from the teachers in their 40s

In order to encourage students to increase their desire to learn English.

In order to let students get used speaking English.

In order to encourage students to use English as an instrument of communication as
much as possible.
In order to require students to acquire expressions which they have learned by using
them.
In order to lower students' resistance to English.

English classes become active.

Not only memorizing appropriate expressions by rote, but also using them in a context
boosts students' ability to express themselves.

In order to let students aware of an important aspect of language use.

In order to interact with friends with whom students do not speak very much in daily
school life and to boost students' overall abilities to communicate.

Communication activities in English classes will help them to communicate in actual
situations.
In order to give students chances to speak English.

In order to give students situations to speak English.

In order to encourage students to acquire communication abilities in English.

Expressing themselves in English increases students' desire to learn English.

Responses from the teachers in their 50s

In order to make students realize that speaking English is fun.

In order to make the atmosphere of English classes better.

Through communication activities, in order to let students who do not like to speak
English very much feel that English is fun, and improve their motivation to learn
English.
In order to let students feel that speaking English in front of other people is fun,
and let them feel joy in communicating in English.

Communication activities enhance students' speaking abilities.

English (language) is for communication.

English learning means to learn English which learners can speak in actual
situations; in that sense, learners can find delight in learning.
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Table 27
5 Why do you hold your opinions of the appropriateness of the Overall

Objective of Foreign Languages in the new Course of Study?

1: Appropriate 2: Relatively Appropriate 3: Relatively Inappropriate 9: Others

Responses from the teachers in their 20s

1 The objective is a terminal goal in learning English.

1 Many students lack general communication skills and have some
difficulties in communicating not only in English but also in Japanese.

1 A good structural foundation constitutes a large portion of communication
abilities. It is important to acquire useful grammar to allow
communication.

2 The objective develops not only communication abilities in English but
also those in Japanese.

2 The objective is important in learning English.

2 The objective is appropriate. However, it is not reflected in the curriculum.

2
One of the definitions of learning English is to use English as an
instrument of communication.

3 I do not think that students' basic communication abilities are developed in
English classes.

3 I sometimes think that students' and their parents' demands are different
from ·this objective.

Responses from the teachers in their 30s

1 To acquire the four skills in a balanced manner is important.

1 English is not only for reading and writing but also for oral
communication. Moreover, the ability to communicate with anybody is
necessary in society.

1 Students in countries other than Japan speak English. In Japan, as people
learn English for a long time, they understand English grammar. However,
they cannot speak English.

1 I want English classes in elementary and junior high school to be good
places for students who will use English in their lives.

1 Chances to communicate in English will increase in their future. To
acquire the four skills in a balanced manner is necessary.

2 The objective is important; however, there is a limit on these ones.

2 English language education for entrance examinations reaches its limits.

2 I think English language education should be for communication.

2 The objective is good in that students express their thoughts and feelings
in English.

9 I do not know.



  

      

             
       

            

               
            

   
           

         

          
     

            
        

    

         

        

           
  

         

      

          
   

    

      
               

         
           
  

              
 

           
 

Responses from the teachers in their 40s
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1 I want to improve the situation in which Japanese can not speak English although
they have learned it for a long time.

1 The objective is necessary in order to acquire English as a tool for
communication.

1 It is important for us to give students the skills to speak English and to express
themselves in English because such skills are necessary for Japanese people to be
active in international situations.

1 Communication abilities are important to live in real life. To develop students'
basic communication abilities through English is good as a goal.

1 Communication abilities are necessary. (Junior high school students do not have
enough communication abilities even in Japanese.)

1 When thinking of the future of Japan and the world, communication abilities are
indispensable. (To develop communication abilities in Japanese language classes
is important from elementary school.)

2 Oral practice is important in order to acquire any language.

2 Entrance examinations to senior high school have not changed.

2
Issues related to communication abilities are the ones which we should never
avoid from now.

9 We do not have sufficient budgets to achieve the objective.

Responses from the teachers in their 50s

1 English is a language. As an instrument of communication, to develop
communication abilities is important.

1 Language exists for communication.

1 Speaking English facilitates students' acquisition of English.

1
In order to let students who do not like to speak English very much feel that
English is fun, and improve their motivation to learn English.

2 English is a language. To enhance communication abilities in order to speak
English is important.

2 I think that to require students to acquire the four skills in a balanced manner
is important.

2 If students have an interest in various languages and cultures, they will
communicate positively.
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6
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What measures do you try in order to enhance students' communication abilities in
your English classes?

Responses from the teachers in their 20s

To do pair work. To let students get used to speaking.
I speak English positively and show that my attitude is to use English without worrying about
mistakes.
Nothing special.

I do not do anything special.

At the beginning of classes, I ask the students easy questions in English.

I ask the students some questions in English. I ask the students to repeat words and dialogues in
the textbook.

I use common phrases. I am careful so that students continue to like English.

I increase the chances to have a conversation with students.

I make handouts which are useful for students to use target sentences naturally while they are
having fun.

I encourage students to speak English with many friends in pairs. I tell students to say "Hello"
when they do activities.

Responses from the teachers in their 30s

I create an atmosphere favorable for speaking English freely. I require studentsto learn easy
expressions by heart.

I make students acquire basic sentences and basic vocabulary.

I require students to exchange greetings in English every time we meet.

I give as many directions to students in English as possible, and repeat the same phrases to
make students get used to them.

I increase the chances to speak English. I create an atmosphere favorable for students to express
themselves. I ask them to communicate with each other not in difficult expressions but in easy
expreSSIons.
I require students to practice reading aloud many times.

I compel students to read English with their chin up, with feeling and with clear voices. I ask to
students to take part positively in activities done in pairs.

I conduct activities in pairs in order to make students speak aloud.

I allocate time for pair work in every class. I prepare handouts with which all students can take
part in activities.

I require students to make pairs with all classmates.

I contrive ways to let them feel communication is fun.

I communicate with students in easy expressions.
I conduct activities in pairs. I create an atmosphere favorable for speaking.



  

      

              
               
      

     
        

                 
      

        

               
             

              
         

         

       

     
                  

             
    

          

          
 

         
   

        

Responses from the teachers in their 40s
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I use English as much as possible in classes. I train students to acquire English.

I require students to learn English sentences by heart. I require students to speak from memory.

I provide thorough instruction in the activities.

Teachers should be energetic and powerful.

I require students to do speaking activities in pairs.

I conduct activities with ALTs and SEFs. When I teach basic sentences, I also teach how to use
them in what situations they are used.

I use English as much as possible in classes.

I use what is called, "classroom English." I conduct communication activities in the form of a
game. I conduct communication activities even if there is·only a short time available.

I set a situation and make dialogues which are suitable for conducting a communication activity.

I encourage students to express themselves in speaking and writing.

To read aloud accurately is emphasized in my English classes.

I encourage students to have their own ideas.

Responses from teachers in their 50s
I always ask students the day, the date, the weather, the time and so on at the beginning of
classes.
I always require students to do activities in pairs, and to practice reading aloud.

I use English in classes.

I tell students to make pairs both with boys and girls.

I conduct communication activities and interview games which can enhance students'
communication abilities.

Speaking of communication abilities, listening and speaking are highly emphasized. Reading
should be more emphasized.

I require students to do many things in pairs.
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Appendix 5

DO IT TALK in New Crown English Series 2

.00 IT TALK 4

ITa/king Point :I:;t~ 51

Emma : How much is the bear?
Man: It's 3,000 yen.

Emma : OK. I' 11 take it.

CD this bag

¥2,000

® this book

¥900

@ this CD

¥2,500

@ that cake

¥5,000

(New Crown English Series 2, 2008, p. 37, with my partial modification)
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Appendix 6

A questionnaire for students

lnlroduee yoursellll
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Appendix 6

A questionnaire for students

Infroduce yourselfll

I e.~ -.~tJ1!1."".('~? I I
From Dlm9G~&.Bl9G~


